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VISION
The Mainland Regional High School District will be recognized as the region’s premier secondary educational institution
defined by an instructional program that provides all students with relevant and meaningful educational experiences and
opportunities that meet the challenges of a rapidly evolving and globally connected world.

MISSION
The Mainland Regional High School District is committed to safeguarding an exceptional scholastic environment of
distinction that exceeds the New Jersey Student Learning Standards. Our mission is to ensure that all students are prepared
for a nationally competitive and globally connected society through a collaborative partnership between home, school, and
community.

INTRODUCTION
Mainland Regional High School is proud to share the 2018-19 Program of Studies with students and parents. The Program
of Studies was developed and organized to inform and support students and their families in the course selection process.
We are committed to helping students choose a course of study that not only meets their individual interests, passions, and
goals, but prepares them for post-secondary education, training and/or career. The Program of Studies is organized into
three distinct but interrelated sections: General Information, Core Courses, and Elective Course Options by College and
Career Readiness Cluster.
The College and Career Readiness Clusters are not restrictive pathways, but rather an organized way for students to review
elective options based on their interests and goals. In each cluster, students will access course descriptions, and a list of
supporting courses from other clusters, as well as a list of related occupations. Students may choose electives from one or
more clusters. Please be advised that clusters are subject to change as we evaluate our course offerings from year to year.
Additionally, clusters will not be reported on a student’s transcript or diploma, but all elective courses will be listed.
Students are encouraged to review all of their course options and to discuss with their family and guidance counselor their
college and/or career goals as they select courses for the 2018-19 school year.
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2018-2019 Course Selection Sheet

Guidance and Counseling Services
The Guidance Department of Mainland Regional High School seeks to provide maximum assistance to our students in
making course selections that will help each of them attain their educational and career goals.
The counselors work with each student to plan immediate and long-range goals. The Guidance Department believes each
student can be provided with educational programs that fit individual needs and that these selections should be made
through proper planning and course selection. Counselors will meet with each student individually to review the courses
selected to help determine the appropriateness of their choices.
Parents should take a very active role in this process and carefully review the selections made before signing the course
selection sheet and submitting the on-line request. Appointments with counselors may be scheduled to discuss course
selections. Please call the Guidance Office at 927-4139 for an appointment or more information.
Mr. Nathan Lichtenwalner .............................................................. Director of Guidance
Ms. Kathleen Heaton ...................................................................... A-COM
Ms. Maureen Wixson ..................................................................... CON-GILL
Ms. Lindsey Salerno ....................................................................... GILM-LEM
Ms. Joanna Zale ............................................................................. LEN-N
Ms. Sandra Manos ......................................................................... O-SHOM
Mr. Robert Roesch ......................................................................... SHON-Z
The Mainland Regional High School District’s Child Study Team identifies, evaluates and ensures appropriate educational
instruction and services to students with disabilities. Case managers are the liaison between the classroom teachers and
the student, their parent/guardian and any other community agency involved with the student’s educational program.
Through this partnership, an individualized educational plan is developed to assist the student to reach their post-secondary
goals. Related services are provided when aligned with the student’s educational needs. If you suspect that your student
may have learning or emotional disability that impacts his/her ability to access the curriculum, you are encouraged to contact
the Child Study Team for further guidance. The Child Study Team may be reached at 927-0825. The Student Assistance
Coordinator (SAC) is available to meet with students and parents to discuss any suspected substance abuse issue. The
SAC can be reached at 927-4151 ext. 1045.
Ms. Jo-Anne Goldberg ................................................................... Supervisor of Child Study Team
Mr. Randy Smith ............................................................................ Learning Disabilities Teacher/Consultant
Dr. Kimberly Spagone .................................................................... School Psychologist
Ms. Mary Duffy ............................................................................... School Psychologist
Ms. Karen Leonard ......................................................................... School Social Worker
Ms. Judith Wollack-Letson ............................................................. School Social Worker
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Graduation Requirements
1. The Board of Education of the Mainland Regional High School District acknowledges each student’s successful
completion of an approved instructional program by the awarding of a state endorsed diploma at graduation
ceremonies. There shall be only one diploma awarded by this district and no distinctions shall be made between
various instructional programs.
2. The minimum graduation requirements shall include successful completion of the following:
 20 credits in Language Arts Literacy (English)
 20 credits in Health, and Physical Education (Mandatory CPR/AED Training)
 15 credits in Social Studies (Including U.S. I, U.S. II and World History)
 15 credits in Mathematics (Including Algebra I, Geometry and Algebra II)
 15 credits in the Laboratory Science (Including Biology; and Chemistry, Environmental Science, or Physics;
and a third lab-based science course)
 5 credits in World Languages
 5 credits in Visual/Performing Arts
 5 credits in 21st Century Life and Careers or Career-Technical Education
 2.5 credits in Financial, Economic, Business and Entrepreneurial Literacy
3. The credit requirements set above may be met in whole or in part through the following:
 A set number of curricular activities or programs aimed at achieving the Common Core and NJ Core Curriculum
Content Standards for promotion and graduation purposes.
 Curricular activities and programs may be organized around an interdisciplinary model based on themes
involving the Common Core and Core Curriculum Content Standards.
 Programs shall be planned for individuals and/or a group based upon specific instructional objectives.
4. The minimum credit requirement to graduate is 120 credits (Local and NJ State requirement). Students must also
meet the State mandated testing high school graduation requirement.
5. Students may graduate when they attain the aforesaid requirements, local student attendance requirements, and
any statutorily mandated requirements for earning a high school diploma. Credit may be given when students
successfully complete equivalent courses taken at an approved educational institution with Principal approval.
6. Participation in the graduation ceremony shall depend on the student’s success in completing all graduation
requirements by the graduation date and passing, with credit, a minimum of 27.5 credits. All seniors must register
for a minimum of 27.5 credits.
7. No student who has completed graduation requirements shall be denied a diploma as a disciplinary measure but
may be denied participation in the graduation ceremony when their conduct so warrants. Such exclusion shall be
subject to the same procedures and guarantee of due process as suspension.
8. Any student exiting grade 12 without a diploma will be provided the opportunity for continued high school enrollment
until age 20, or until the requirements for a state endorsed diploma have been met, whichever comes first. Any
student who is missing 10 or fewer credits to graduate may, within one year of the graduation date, qualify for a state
endorsed diploma. The deficiency may be completed provided the student has also passed all required courses.
Said deficiency may be made up by:
 Attendance at an approved summer school;
 Attendance at an approved night high school program;
 Attendance at Mainland Regional regular program with the Board of Education’s permission.
9. The Administration shall develop procedures to implement this policy and record each student’s program and
accumulation of graduation requirements, provide student counseling to assure that they know what is expected of
them to complete their education, and issue timely and periodic warnings to students in danger of not fulfilling
graduation requirements.
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Graduation Assessment Requirements

cont.

Students graduating as members of the classes of 2016 through 2019 can meet the State Board of Education High School
Graduation Assessment Requirements through a variety of ways, including:
(1) Achieving passing scores on certain PARCC assessments;
(2) Achieving certain scores on alternative assessments such as the SAT, ACT, or Accuplacer; or
(3) The submission by the district of a student portfolio through the Department’s portfolio appeals process. (Special
Education students whose Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) specify an alternative way to demonstrate
proficiencies will continue to follow the graduation requirements set forth in their IEPs.)
The Class of 2020 can demonstrate graduation assessment proficiency through the same alternative means as those in the
Classes of 2016 through 2019, provided that students in the Class of 2020 take all PARCC assessments associated with
the high-school level courses for which they were eligible*, as of the effective date of when the amendments were adopted
by the State Board of Education.
For the Class of 2021 and thereafter, students who have not demonstrated proficiency on the ELA 10 and Algebra 1
assessments, and have taken all PARCC assessments associated with the high-school level courses for which they were
eligible*, can demonstrate graduation assessment proficiency by meeting the criteria of the portfolio appeals process.
*Eligible is defined as a student who is enrolled in a high-school level course for which there is a PARCC test. This includes
all of these courses: Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II, ELA 9, ELA 10, and ELA 11.

Students graduating as members of the classes of 2016 through 2019 can meet graduation assessment requirements
through a variety of ways, including:
English Language Arts

Mathematics

PARCC ELA Grade 9 ≥750 (Level 4) or

PARCC Algebra I ≥750 (Level 4) or

PARCC ELA Grade 10 ≥750 (Level 4) or

PARCC Geometry ≥725 (Level 3) or

PARCC ELA Grade 11 ≥725 (Level 3) or

PARCC Algebra II ≥725 (Level 3) or

Prior to 3/1/16 SAT Critical Reading ≥400 or

Prior to 3/1/16 SAT Math ≥400 or

SAT Evidence-Based Reading and Writing Section ≥450
or SAT Reading Test ≥22
(taken prior to March 2016)
or

SAT Math Section ≥440 or
SAT Math Test ≥22
(taken prior to March 2016)
or

ACT Reading or ACT PLAN† Reading ≥16 or

ACT or ACT PLAN† Math ≥16 or

Accuplacer Write Placer ≥6 or
Accuplacer Write Placer ESL ≥4 or

Accuplacer Elementary Algebra ≥76 or

PSAT10 Reading or PSAT/NMSQT Reading ≥40
(taken prior to October 2015)
or

PSAT10 Math or PSAT/NMSQT Math≥40
(taken prior to October 2015)
or

PSAT10 Reading or PSAT/NMSQT Reading ≥22
(taken after October 2015)
or

PSAT10 Math or PSAT/NMSQT Math ≥22
(taken after October 2015)
or

ACT Aspire† Reading ≥422 or

ACT Aspire† Math ≥422 or

ASVAB-AFQT Composite ≥31 or

ASVAB-AFQT Composite ≥31 or

Meet the Criteria of the NJDOE Portfolio
Appeal
†Test is no longer administered but can be used for the graduating year

Meet the Criteria of the NJDOE Portfolio Appeal

For more information, please visit: www.state.nj.us/education/assessment/parents/GradReq.pdf
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Scheduling Policies
Schedule Changes
Students will receive their class schedule during the summer of 2018. Students will be permitted to make changes to their
class schedule until the Add/Drop deadline, September 5, 2018.
It is important for students to review their schedule and contact their Guidance Counselor to make necessary changes prior
to the end of the Add/Drop period. Please note that in order to build an effective master schedule with appropriate class
sizes only requests to correct scheduling problems caused by errors in course assignments, increase in academic rigor or
approved level changes will be honored after the Add/Drop period has ended on September 5, 2018.
Level changes from one course level to another must be made only after consultation with the teacher, department
supervisor and counselor. In addition, the student is responsible for missed work. Grades follow the student when he/she
makes a level change, with due consideration given to the weight of that grade. We are unable to accommodate requests
for schedule changes related to teacher, period or convenience/preferential changes.

Withdrawal Policies
A student will be permitted to voluntarily withdrawal from a course when:
1. There is written request from the student’s parent/guardian.
2. There is written teacher approval obtained prior to the withdrawal.
3. The change is approved by the school administration.
Students will be scheduled for a study hall to replace the course for which they were approved for a withdrawal.
Full Year Courses - Any withdrawal after Q1 will be reflected on a student’s transcript. No withdrawals will be approved
after December 21, 2018.
Semester 1 Courses - Any withdrawal after October 1, 2018 will be reflected on a student’s transcript. No withdrawals will
be approved after the 1st Marking Period.
Semester 2 Courses - Any withdrawal after February 25, 2019 will be reflected on a student’s transcript. No withdrawals
will be approved after the 3rd Marking Period.
An approved withdrawal will appear on a student’s transcript as WP – Withdrawal Passing or WF – Withdrawal Failing.
Students with a passing grade at the time of the withdrawal will receive a WP, however, students who are failing will receive
a WF.
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Grading Policies
Grading Scale
A - 92-100 ..................... Outstanding
B - 84-91 ....................... Above Average
C - 76-83 ....................... Average
D - 68-75 ....................... Minimal Passing
F - 50-67 ........................ Failure
I ..................................... Incomplete
P .................................... Passing

Calculating Final Course Grades
Semester Courses will be computed in the following manner:
Semester Averages  Q1 (2) + Q2 (2) + Final Exam
5
Final Grades will be computed in the following manner:
Final Average  Q1 (2) + Q2 (2) + Q3 (2) + Q4 (2) + Final Exam
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Grade Point Average
Grade Point Average is a numerical achievement rating based on a standard scale measured from 0 to 4.0.
In order to compute Grade Point Average, a conversion is necessary. For each course, the numerical average is converted
to a grade point equivalent.
Numerical Value of Grades:

96-99 ................ 4.5
92-95 ................ 4.0
88-91 ................ 3.5
84-87 ................ 3.0
80-83 ................ 2.5
76-79 ................ 2.0
72-75 ................ 1.5
68-71 ................ 1.0

The Grade Point Average is calculated as follows:
Formula for GPA:

 Grade Point Equivalent x Credits
Credits Attempted

Weighted Grade Point Average
Mainland Regional High School also has an additional weighted Grade Point Average, which will be included on student
transcripts. Advanced Placement courses will receive an additional weighting of 1.5 and Honors/Gifted courses will have an
additional value of 1.0.
Formula for Weighted GPA:

 (Grade Point Average Conversion + 1.0 Honors/GT or 1.5 AP) x Credits
Total Credits Attempted

Evaluation of Student Achievement
At the beginning of each course, the teacher will explain how student achievement will be evaluated and will distribute in
writing the means by which this will be documented. This grading policy will specify values placed on homework assignments,
daily performance, quizzes, tests, special projects, laboratories and other measurements used to determine a student’s
grade.
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Class Rank
The academic environment at Mainland Regional High School is very challenging and the majority of our students meet that
challenge by earning exemplary grades. Due to this high level of academic success, class rank does not reflect the
achievements and potential of all our students. Therefore, Mainland Regional High School does not report class rank.
However, Mainland Regional High School does recognize students for academic achievement using cumulative weighted
GPA as follows:
Summa Cum Laude: 5.0 +

Magna Cum Laude: 4.75 – 4.99

Cum Laude: 4.5 – 4.749

This recognition will appear on transcripts beginning at the end of junior year for any student with a weighted cumulative
GPA that falls in one of these honor ranges. Students will be recognized at Graduation using this honor system. Additionally,
any student earning an un-weighted GPA of 4.0 will be honored at the Senior Awards Ceremony.
If a college or scholarship requires the release of a student’s class rank, we will provide the rank after receiving a written
request from the college/organization.

NCAA Student Athlete Information
A college freshman entering an NCAA institution must have a core curriculum of academic courses during his/her four years
in high school. Core course requirements are different for Division I, Division II, and Division III. There are also minimum
GPA and SAT score requirements. Students and parents interested in NCAA athletic eligibility should inform their child’s
counselor and coach, in writing, during their freshman year. Identifying NCAA interest after freshman year may be too late
to properly advise the student and parent on the course selections and requirements for eligibility. For more information,
parents and students should go to the NCAA Eligibility Center Guide for the College-Bound Student-Athlete:
www.ncaa.org/about/student-athlete-eligibility

Advanced Placement Courses
A4400 Portfolio Art, AP
C4000 Computer Science, AP
H4250 Macroeconomics, AP
H4100 U.S. History, AP
H4150 World History, AP
H4400 Psychology, AP
H4200 European History, AP
H4300 U.S. Government & Politics, AP
H4350 Human Geography, AP
L4300 English III, AP
L4400 English IV, AP

M4000 Calculus I, AP AB
M4010 Calculus I and II, AP BC
M4020 Statistics, AP
N4000 Music Theory, AP
S4100 Chemistry, AP
S4125 Physics B1, AP
S4126 Physics B2, AP
S4130 Environmental Science, AP
S4150 Biology, AP
S4220 Physics C, AP
W4100 Spanish Level 6, AP
W4110 Italian, AP
W4120 French, AP

All students are required to take the AP test to receive credit for an AP course. All testing costs are the responsibility of the
student, subject to waiver. Please see the Economic Toolkit on the Mainland Regional High School website for more info
on fee waivers.
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Industry-Valued Credential Courses
These courses offer students an opportunity to earn certificates and industry-valued credentials.
B2120 Financial Accounting, Honors
I1305 CAD II AutoCAD for Design
I1310 CAD II REVIT for Architecture
I1315 CAD II Inventor for Engineering
C1012 Entertainment Technology: Digital Presentation & Graphic Design for the 21st Century

Senior Concurrent Enrollment Option
with Atlantic Cape Community College
This is an opportunity for Mainland seniors who are in good academic standing and have fulfilled their high school graduation
requirements to take college courses on campus at Atlantic Cape Community College.
Students will be allowed to enroll in any ACCC course for which they have met the prerequisites. The credits earned from
these courses will be included on both the student’s official Mainland Regional High School transcript, and the official
transcript each student will receive from Atlantic Cape Community College.
Students are responsible for paying a non-refundable application fee of $35 and the ACCC tuition rate for each course,
which is $102 per credit. Students are responsible for their own transportation to ACCC.

Eligibility and Requirements


Students are deemed eligible to enroll in Atlantic Cape Community College courses by demonstrating academic
proficiency through their performance on the college’s placement test (Accuplacer) or by providing SAT scores of
at least 540 for English and 530 for Mathematics in order to waive the placement test.



Students must meet with their Guidance Counselor to ensure they will meet all New Jersey High School Graduation
Requirements.



Students must obtain an official letter from the Mainland school administration granting them approval to enroll in
courses at Atlantic Cape Community College.



Participating students will be required to register for at least 1 course at ACCC each semester and register for a full
load of 4 courses at Mainland during either the morning (Periods 1-4) or afternoon (Periods 6-9).
Students can choose to participate in this program for the fall semester only, but will need to be scheduled for
additional semester classes at Mainland for the 2nd Semester in order to earn the credits necessary to participate
in graduation. Students will not be permitted to participate for the spring semester only due to the fact that the spring
semester at ACCC begins before the end of Mainland’s 1st semester. In other words students wishing to take classes
at ACCC during the spring will also need to participate in this program for the fall semester.



Students will be required to register for English and Physical Education/Health at Mainland during their senior year
in order to fulfill high school graduation requirements.

Important Note about Participating in Graduation
Students participating in the Concurrent Enrollment Senior Option Program with ACCC will be required to earn 20 credits
at Mainland during their senior year and successfully complete at least 1 course each semester at ACCC in order to
participate in graduation.
Students who only participate in this program for the Fall Semester will need to be scheduled for additional semester classes
at Mainland for the 2nd Semester in order to earn the credits necessary to participate in graduation.
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Dual Enrollment Courses
Stockton University
M2030 Pre-Calculus, Honors
M4000 Calculus I, Advanced Placement AB
V4001 Broadcast News Production, Honors
H2270 Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Honors

We are in the process of gaining approval to offer additional Dual Enrollment Courses with
Seton Hall University.

Structured Learning Experience
Career Internships and Life Experiences
This is an opportunity for students interested in career internships, career exploration, and real-life experiences in the
community. Students will work with the School Cooperative Education Coordinator to implement a personalized career
experience. These experiences may include, but are not limited to: workplace internships, paid work opportunities, job
shadowing, and volunteer experiences. Student are responsible for all transportation to and from the workplace.
Eligibility and Requirements
 Students must be at least 16 years-old.
 Students must meet with their Guidance Counselors to ensure that they will meet all New Jersey Graduation
requirements
 Students must complete the Career and Technical Experience Application to be considered.
 Students must continue to fulfill program requirements to maintain status
 Students will take 4 classes during the morning rotation, and attend the workplace experience each afternoon.
Interested students should speak to their Counselor about this opportunity.

Independent Study
To promote self-awareness, individual growth and responsibility for one’s own learning, an independent study program may
be available for interested individuals. The student, under the guidance of a mentor, will draw up a contract and curriculum
based on the student’s interests, abilities, and needs. The learning activity will increase the student’s responsibility through
selection of process objectives, outcome, and evaluation.
Credit for Independent Studies will be awarded based on the content and quality of the project. All independent studies
must be approved by the Principal and Department Supervisor.
Independent studies will be administered as pass/fail courses and will have no impact on a student’s GPA.
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Core Courses
Language Arts ..................................................................................................................... 10
Mathematics ........................................................................................................................ 12
Health, Wellness and Physical Education ......................................................................... 15
Science ................................................................................................................................ 17
Social Studies...................................................................................................................... 19
Special Education ............................................................................................................... 21
World Language .................................................................................................................. 31
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Language Arts
L1100 English I, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9

This course provides an introduction to high school level literature study through a survey of various genres and begins to
build the vocabulary for the analysis of complex texts. It is designed to provide a strong basis for high school work in future
English courses, as well as all other disciplines, as students develop strategies for responding to various forms of content
and communicating ideas through writing and the use of technology. Students will read a variety of works, including a
Shakespearean Drama, a novel, short stories, poetry, and non-fiction selections. They will also develop important writing
process skills while composing expository, narrative, and persuasive essays. Students will utilize and refine public speaking
skills through oral reading and presentations. Providing textual evidence to support responses will be an area of emphasis.
Vocabulary will be further developed through consistent, targeted, study of words as they are used in context of a variety of
fictional and non-fictional writings.

L2100 English I, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9

It is recommended that students have consistently earned an A average in their middle school language arts courses.
In addition to the goals of the core course, the Honors level will utilize more complex texts, expect more extensive and
independent reading, and the production of longer writing samples. Students in the Honors level should be competent
independent readers who can make inferences and draw conclusions based on what they read. These students will be
expected to utilize MLA-style documentation in addition to maintaining an appropriately formal writing style in various essays
and writing samples.

L1200 English II, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10

This course provides a continuation of high school level literature study through a survey of various genres and includes
the building of vocabulary for the analysis of complex texts. Students will read a variety of works, both fiction and non-fiction,
as well as develop important writing and public speaking skills in preparation for further study. Additionally, this course
includes a component on writing research papers. This course is designed to provide a strong foundation for work in
upperclassman English courses, as well as all other disciplines, as students develop strategies for responding to various
forms of content and communicating ideas through writing and the use of technology.

L2200 English II, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10

Prerequisite: English I
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average. Additionally, it is recommended that students have scored at
Level 3 or higher on the most recent Language Arts PARCC test.
In addition to the goals of the core course, the Honors level will utilize more complex texts, expect more extensive and
independent reading, and the production of longer writing samples. The Honors level of this course is suggested for strong
readers and writers with an enthusiasm for the Language Arts.

L1300 English III, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11

Junior year English courses continue the focus on language skills. Literature will serve as a basis for major writing projects
and independent research on selected themes. There is a strong emphasis on PARCC preparation. This course provides
a continuation of high school level literature study through a survey of various genres and begins to build the vocabulary for
the analysis of complex texts. Students will read a variety of works, both fiction and non-fiction, as well as develop important
writing and public speaking skills. The course will also explore larger themes such as concepts of the self and the transition
to college and adulthood.

L2300 English III, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11

Prerequisite: English II
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average. Additionally, it is recommended that students have scored at
Level 3 or higher on the most recent Language Arts PARCC test.
In addition to the goals of the core course, the Honors level will utilize more complex texts, expect more extensive and
independent reading, and the production of longer writing samples. The Honors level of this course is suggested for strong
readers and writers with an enthusiasm for the Language Arts.

L4300 English III, Advanced Placement

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11

Prerequisite: English II
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average. It is
recommended that students have scored a Level 4 or higher on the most recent Language Arts PARCC test.
The students in this course will do college-level work in preparation for the Advanced Placement Examination in language
and composition. Students will read and write mostly non-fiction prose. Students will study the principles, strategies, process,
and modes (narration, description, exposition, argumentation, etc.) of writing. Emphasis will be on expository, analytical,
and argumentative essays. This course is suggested for strong students interested in honing their writing skills across the
curriculum.
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Language Arts

cont.

L1400 English IV, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 12

This course provides the culmination of high school level language arts study through an analysis of different genres,
covering a variety of texts. Students will read World Literature and non-fiction selections. Each quarter of the course
focuses on one of these 4 major themes: Critical Reading; Allegorical Analysis; Choices, Consequences, and Morality;
and Interacting with the World around You. This course is designed to further develop students’ communication skills for
various post-high school experiences. Students will improve writing skills, with a focus on the development of
argumentative and persuasive writing that is dependent upon integrating textual evidence and well-considered analysis of
that evidence. Students will also work on public speaking skills, with a special emphasis on situations in preparation for
both college and careers. Examples may include debate, interview, and other types of extemporaneous speech.

L2400 English IV, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 12

Prerequisite: English III
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average. Additionally, it is recommended that students have scored at
Level 3 or higher on the most recent Language Arts PARCC test.
In addition to the goals of the core course, Honors students will utilize more complex texts, expect more extensive and
independent reading, and the production of longer writing samples. This course includes a component on writing research
papers and is designed to provide a strong foundation for work in college-level English courses. This course will also focus
on the College Application essay in the fall. The Honors level uses a transitional approach to World literature literary analysis
where the burden is moved to the students. Students are expected to be able to independently deconstruct college-level
texts and be able to effectively present their ideas to their peers.

L4400 English IV, Advanced Placement

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 12

Prerequisite: English III
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average. It is
recommended that students have scored a Level 4 or higher on the most recent Language Arts PARCC test.
The student in this course will do college level work in preparation for the Advanced Placement Examination. Intensive study
and practice in writing critically about literature and careful reading of challenging works of literary merit will be the basis for
this course. Through examination of the sonnet, the ballad, the epic and lyric poetry, the student will learn to recognize the
forms, rhythm, and devices of poetry. Major works by traditional and contemporary playwrights and authors will shape the
drama and fiction units. The student is expected to demonstrate expertise in literary analysis through class discussion and
by the writing of critical essays and a research paper. Successful completion of this course prepares the students to take
the English Advanced Placement Tests in literature and composition.

LEL09, 10, 11, or 12 English as a Second Language

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course counts as English credit for identified students. The course is designed to enable students to progress toward
a functional use of the English language. The students will develop skills in reading, listening, speaking, and writing. The
course emphasizes a series of sequentially arranged activities in the pronunciation, vocabulary, and sentence structure of
English for beginning, intermediate, and advanced students. Students are recommended for this course through ACCESS
Testing, home language surveys, teacher recommendation and/or departmental approval.

LELL1 ELL Academic

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course is designed to provide additional academic support to ELL students. Students are recommended for this course
through ACCESS Testing, home language surveys, teacher recommendation and/or departmental approval.

LEL2A ELL Student Mentoring – Fall
LEL2B ELL Student Mentoring – Spring

S
S

2.5 cr.
2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12
Gr. 9-12

This course is an opportunity for interested students to assist and support ELL students in their academic and social
transitions at the high school. Students interested in serving as an ELL mentor should contact their school counselor.
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Mathematics
Any student that completed Algebra I in 8th grade, but did not receive a passing score (Level 4 or higher) on the
PARCC Algebra I test will need to participate in Algebra I remediation and re-take the PARCC Algebra I test in high school.




Students that scored at a Level 3 on Algebra I PARCC will be provided remediation in the form of extra tutoring and
will re-take the PARCC Algebra I test during the fall PARCC testing window. These students will still be able to take
Geometry in 9th grade.
Students that scored at a Level 2 on Algebra I PARCC will be required to re-take Algebra I. However, these students
will still be able to take Geometry in 9th grade concurrently with Algebra I.
Students that scored at a Level 1 on Algebra I PARCC will be required to re-take Algebra I.

M1000 Algebra I, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9

In this course, the student will be exposed to a powerful set of mathematical tools called algebra. Future courses will build
upon what is learned here. While learning algebra, the student will learn ways of investigating new situations, discover
relationships, and figuring strategies used to solve problems. During this course, students will collaborate with others as a
member of a study team. The team will complete problems and activities that will help students discover mathematical ideas
and methods.

M0005 Algebra I Lab

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9

This course is designed for students who are in need of additional math supports and interventions based on prior math
performances. The goal is to provide students with intensive instruction and practice in order to develop the skills and higher
order thinking processes necessary for success in higher-level math courses and on future standardized exams. In this
course, the student will be exposed to a powerful set of mathematical tools called algebra. Future courses will build upon
what is learned here. While learning algebra, the student will learn ways of investigating new situations, discover
relationships, and figuring strategies used to solve problems.

M2005 Algebra I, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9

It is recommended that students have consistently earned an A average in their middle school mathematics courses.
In this course, the student will be exposed to a powerful set of mathematical tools called algebra. Future courses will build
upon what is learned here. While learning algebra, the student will learn ways of investigating new situations, discover
relationships, and figuring strategies used to solve problems. During this course, students will collaborate with others as a
member of a study team. The team will complete problems and activities that will help students discover mathematical ideas
and methods. The honors level Algebra I course is for highly motivated students with a strong work ethic, who are able to
self-advocate, when needed. The course is fast-paced, rigorous, and developed for the most mature mathematics students.
Students in this course must have mastered the Common Core Standards in previous courses.

M1010 Geometry, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-10

Prerequisite: Algebra I
This course emphasizes several big ideas in an integrated geometry/algebra context. These key ideas include: algebra
(review of all topics, writing and solving equations), graphing, ratios (similarity, right triangle trigonometry), properties of
plane figures (area, perimeter, polygons, and angles), problem solving, spatial visualization, conjecture, explanation and
convincing argumentation (proof). Problem solving strategies are taught and used to develop many of the core ideas. Students
regularly explain their work and, as the course progresses, develop written explanations and proofs of their conjectures and
the theorems. When needed, skill building activities will be used to supplement and review previous concepts.

M1080 Geometry with Lab, College Prep

Y

10 cr.

Gr. 9-10

Prerequisite: Algebra I
This course is designed for students who are in need of additional math supports and interventions based on prior math
performances. The goal is to provide students with intensive instruction and practice in order to develop the skills and higher
order thinking processes necessary for success in higher level math courses and on future standardized exams. This course
emphasizes several big ideas in an integrated geometry/algebra context. These key ideas include: algebra (review of all
topics, writing and solving equations), graphing, ratios (similarity, right triangle trigonometry), properties of plane figures
(area, perimeter, polygons, and angles), problem solving, spatial visualization, conjecture, explanation and convincing
argumentation (proof). Problem solving strategies are taught and used to develop many of the core ideas. Students regularly
explain their work and, as the course progresses, develop written explanations and proofs of their conjectures and the
theorems. When needed, skill building activities will be used to supplement and review previous concepts.
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Mathematics

cont.

M2000 Geometry, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-10

Prerequisite: Algebra I
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average. Additionally, it is recommended that students have scored at
Level 3 or higher on the most recent Math PARCC test.
This course emphasizes several big ideas in an integrated geometry/algebra context and studies them in an in-depth
manner. These key ideas include: algebra (review of all topics writing and solving equations), graphing, ratios (similarity,
right triangle trigonometry), properties of plane figures (area, perimeter, polygons, angles), problem solving, spatial
visualization, probabilities, conjecture, explanation and convincing argumentation (proof). Problem solving strategies are
taught and used to develop many of the core and enhanced ideas. Students regularly explain their work to a high level of
thought and, as the course progresses; develop written explanations and proofs of their conjectures and the theorems.
Enrichment problems involving real world applications will be used when appropriate. The honors level Geometry course is
for highly motivated students with a strong work ethic, who are able to self-advocate, when needed. The course is fastpaced, rigorous, and developed for the most mature mathematics students. Students in this course must have mastered
the Common Core Standards in previous courses, especially Algebra I.

M1020 Algebra II, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-11

Prerequisite: Algebra I
Facility with algebraic expressions and forms is emphasized especially in linear and quadratic forms, powers and roots, and
functions based on these. Logarithmic, trigonometric, polynomial, and other special functions are studied as tools for
modeling real world situations. Geometric ideas are utilized throughout the text while other subjects are included for their
relevance to computers, including discrete and continuous domains and algorithms.

M1090 Algebra II with Lab, College Prep

Y

10 cr.

Gr. 10-11

Prerequisite: Algebra I
This course is designed for students who are in need of additional math supports and interventions based on prior math
performances. The goal is to provide students with intensive instruction and practice in order to develop the skills and higher
order thinking processes necessary for success in higher-level math courses and on future standardized exams. Logarithmic,
trigonometric, polynomial, and other special functions are studied as tools for modeling real world situations. Geometric
ideas are utilized throughout the text while other subjects are included for their relevance to computers, including discrete
and continuous domains and algorithms.

M2010 Algebra II, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-11

Prerequisite: Algebra I
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average. Additionally, it is recommended that students have scored at
Level 3 or higher on the most recent Math PARCC test.
Facility with algebraic expressions and forms is emphasized especially in linear and quadratic forms, powers and roots and
functions based on these. Logarithmic, trigonometric, polynomial, and other special functions are studied as tools for
modeling real world situations. Geometric ideas are utilized throughout the text while other subjects are included for their
relevance to computers, including discrete and continuous domains and algorithms. The honors level Algebra II course is
for highly motivated students with a strong work ethic, who are able to self-advocate, when needed. The course is fastpaced, rigorous, and developed for the most mature mathematics students. Students in this course must have mastered
the Common Core Standards in previous courses, especially Algebra I and Geometry.

M1030 Algebra III and Trigonometry, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Algebra II
This course is intended for students who have completed Algebra II. This course is recommended for juniors who wish to
take Pre-Calculus during their senior year and for college-bound seniors who desire to strengthen their essential Algebra
skills and basic Trigonometry. This course will enhance the higher level thinking skills developed in Algebra II through a
more in-depth study of those concepts and exploration of some Pre-Calculus and Statistics concepts.
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Mathematics

cont.

M1040 Pre-Calculus, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Algebra II
Pre-Calculus is an intensive study of algebraic functions (polynomial, rational, radical) and transcendental functions
(exponential, logarithmic). This level is intended for students who plan to continue in mathematics. In order to demonstrate
mastery and receive credit for this course, the student will:
 Identify functions with their respective domain and range.
 Sketch the graph of relations and functions using appropriate procedures.
 Apply trigonometric identities in the solution of equalities and the derivation of formulas.
 Solve problems involving transcendental functions.
 Find general and principal values of inverse trigonometric functions.
 Find limits using appropriate theorems.
 Recognize the definition of derivation and apply the derivative to solve maximum and minimum problems.
 Apply mathematical induction.
 Identify and apply arithmetic and geometric sequences and series.
 Recognize the definition of derivative and apply the derivative to maximum and minimum problems.
 Identify and apply arithmetic and geometric sequences and series

M2030 Pre-Calculus, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Algebra II
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average.
Dual Credit Opportunity with Stockton University
Pre-Calculus is an intensive study of algebraic functions (polynomial, rational, radical) and transcendental functions
(exponential, logarithmic). Students will be required to solve problems graphically, analytically, and numerically. The
rigorous study of analytic geometry and the introduction to limits provide a solid foundation necessary for the study of AP
Calculus.

M2050 Calculus I, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Pre-Calculus
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average.
This course presents a comprehensive treatment of derivatives of functions of one variable. The content conforms to the
recommendations of the College Entrance Examination Board for AB level Calculus. Topics include development and
application of functions, differentiation, limit concepts, integration and its applications, transcendental functions, and plane
analytic Geometry. Techniques of integration are also introduced.

M4000 Calculus I, Advanced Placement AB

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Pre-Calculus
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
Dual Credit Opportunity with Stockton University
This course presents a comprehensive treatment of derivatives of functions of one variable. The content conforms to the
recommendations of the College Entrance Examination Board for AB level Calculus. Topics include development and
application of functions, differentiation, limit concepts, integration and its applications, transcendental functions, and plane
analytic Geometry. Techniques of integration are also introduced. Successful completion of this course prepares the student
for the AB version of the Advanced Placement Test.

M4010 Calculus I and II, Advanced Placement BC

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Pre-Calculus
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
Advanced Placement Calculus is an intensive full year course in the calculus of functions of a single variable. The content
conforms to the recommendations of the College Entrance Examination Board for the BC level calculus. Topics include a
thorough treatment of differentiation, integration curve sketching a variety of applications. Successful completion of this
course prepares the student for the BC version of the Advanced Placement Test.
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Health, Wellness and Physical Education
P0010 Physical Education / Health & Wellness 9
P0020 Physical Education / Health & Wellness 10
P0030 Physical Education / Health & Wellness 11
P0040 Physical Education / Health & Wellness 12

Y
Y
Y
Y

5 cr.
5 cr.
5 cr.
5 cr.

Gr. 9
Gr. 10
Gr. 11
Gr. 12

All students will receive the equivalent of four marking periods of Health, Wellness and Physical Education. Driver Education
is also offered during Quarter 4 of the Freshmen Year, and is one marking period in length.
Comprehensive Health and Physical Education List of Standards
1. All students will learn health promotion, disease prevention concepts and health enhancing behaviors.
2. All students will learn health-enhancing personal, interpersonal, and life skills.
3. All students will learn the physical, mental, emotional and social effects of the use and abuse of alcohol, tobacco,
and other drugs.
4. All students will learn the biological, social, cultural, and psychological aspects of human sexuality and family life.
5. All students will learn and apply movement concepts and skills that foster participation in physical activities
throughout life.
6. All students will learn and apply health-related fitness concepts.
Freshman Curriculum

Sophomore Curriculum

Junior/Senior Curriculum

Health & Wellness I
Drivers Education
Aquatics I

Health & Wellness II
Aquatics II

Health & Wellness II

Indoor
Activities

Outdoor
Activities

Indoor
Activities

Outdoor
Activities

Indoor
Activities

Outdoor
Activities

Weight Training
basics, Team
Cardio Games,
badminton
basics,
volleyball,
fitness concepts,
basic swimming
skills & games,
yoga, Pilates,
core training,
Individual
Activities,
foundations of
Pillar 360 and
cross training,
Erg Training

Cardio
concepts-Team
fitness games,
cross training,
Team initiatives,
Tennis,
Co-op Games,
Lacrosse
Fundamentals,
Individual
Activities

Fitness
conceptsbody sculpting,
weight training,
yoga, Pilates,
core training,
cross training
and Pillar 360,
Team fitness
games,
Volleyball,
Pickleball,
Aquatic games,
skills and fitness
activities,
Erg Training

Team Initiatives,
Tennis, Golf,
Archery,
Ultimate frisbee,
Flag Football,
Softball, Fitness
Unit, Lacrosse,
Cross Training,
(power walk,
jogging, weight
training etc.),
Badminton,
Pickleball,
leisure activities
and team
activities

Volleyball, Team
Cardio Games,
Badminton,
Weight Training,
Pickleball,
Fitness – body
sculpting, yoga,
Pilates, Pillar
360, leisure
activities and
playground
games,
Advanced
Aquatics,
Erg Training

Team Initiatives,
Tennis, Golf,
Archery,
Ultimate frisbee,
Flag Football,
Softball, Fitness
Unit, Lacrosse,
Cross Training,
(power walk,
jogging, weight
training etc.)
Badminton,
Pickleball,
leisure activities
and team
activities

In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for Physical Education, the student will:
 Understand rules and regulations of activities;
 Be prepared with proper attire for Physical Education;
 Participate in all activities;
 Display positive sportsmanship, based on attitude and cooperation;
 Recognize the value of leisure time activity;
 Demonstrate a regard for the safety and well-being of all participants;
 Understand one’s own abilities in any activity; and
 Respect all levels of abilities in all areas.
 Swimming will be required for all 9th and 10th grade students.
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Health, Wellness and Physical Education
Health & Wellness I

cont.

(Four Weeks in Length)

Gr. 9

This course will include substance abuse and family life. Topics such as the anatomy of the male and female reproductive
systems, the birth cycle, birth process and family planning will be covered. Also, the facts on alcohol, tobacco, and narcotics
will be discussed.
In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course, the student will:
 Identify and describe social problems of alcohol, tobacco, and controlled dangerous substances and their
treatments.
 Identify and discuss the reproductive system and sexually transmitted diseases.
 Discuss the purpose of family planning and the importance of sexual morality in society.
 Become familiar with first aid, CPR, and AED protocols.
 Classify and discuss the elements defined by the MRHS “One Life” initiative.

Driver’s Education Theory

(Quarter 4)

Gr. 9

This course is designed to prepare the student for the written portion of the NJ State Driving Test. The state’s regulations,
traffic laws, basic and defensive driving, safety and various driving emergencies will be discussed. Students will receive
instruction on how to obtain a driver’s permit, a license and car registration. In addition, procedures for securing insurance
and familiarization with the inspection station will be provided. The State Drivers Examination will be administered to the
students that fulfill the required 30 hours of class instruction at the end of the course.
All students will have one opportunity to be enrolled for this course.
NOTE: 2018-19 Sophomores will be required to take this course during Quarter 2.
In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course, the student will:
 Prepare for civic and personal responsibilities in the motorized world.
 Develop the proper attitude for driving.
 Be aware of and develop the proper driving skills.
 Recognize the necessity of developing self-confidence in order to drive in traffic.

Health & Wellness II

Gr. 10, 11, 12

This course will review and extend units on emotional health, wellness, physical fitness, stress, stress management,
nutrition , eating disorders, and diet, alcohol, drugs, and family life education. In addition, communicable diseases, current
major health problems, and death and dying, aging and bereavement will be discussed.
In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course, the student will:
 Use of rubrics and other assessment tools to understand current nutrition issues.
 Demonstrate an understanding of eating disorders.
 Demonstrate an understanding of what cancer is what its treatments are and how it can be prevented.
 Identify and describe problems associated with alcohol, tobacco and other dangerous substances.
 Develop a Plan for lifelong wellness.
 Understand stress and stress management techniques.
 Understand the various types of mental health problems and their treatment.
 Become aware of the opportunities available for various health careers.
 Understand the social ramifications of teenage pregnancy.
 Understand marriage and social issues of family living.
 Understand environmental health issues.
 Recognize child abuse.
 Discuss health situations mankind will face in the future.
 Understand current issues such as HIV/Aids, STD’s and its issues regarding teenage sexuality
 Identify and describe social problems of alcohol, tobacco, and controlled dangerous substances and their
treatments.
 Classify and discuss the elements defined by the MRHS “One Life” initiative.
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Science
S1125 Physics 9, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9

This course will cover the comprehension of classical and modern physics in down to earth English rather than mathematical
language. Equations will be used to guide our thinking rather than as recipes for computations. Students will be able to
appreciate our world with minimal algebraic skills. For the non-science student it is a base from which to view nature more
conceptually; for science student it is a springboard to a greater involvement in physics.

S2125 Physics, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9

It is recommended that students have consistently earned an A average in their middle school science course work.
Additionally, while not required, it is recommended that students have successfully completed Algebra I.
This course is a comprehensive in-depth study of the laws and relationships that exist in nature. Students will investigate
the natural phenomena that guide and control virtually every aspect of daily living. Course work will include the study of
mechanics, energy, heat, light electricity and magnetism and, if time allows, nuclear physics.

S1100 Chemistry, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10

Prerequisite: Algebra I
This course will teach the student basic chemical principles and techniques. The student will learn to identify elements,
compounds, and chemical reactions. Fundamentals of chemical bonding, the mole concept, and how to write, balance, and
predict a chemical equation is stressed. The gas laws, acids, bases, ionization, and some organic chemistry are also
explored. Experimentation and discovery in the lab are included.

S2100 Chemistry, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10

Prerequisite: Algebra I
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average.
This Honors Level course is designed for the student who has an aptitude for science and who may decide to major in
science or engineering in college. Fundamental theories and principles of atomic structure and chemical behavior are taught
by lecture and a series of laboratory experiences.

S1150 Biology, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11

Prerequisite: Chemistry
This course will teach the student the unifying principles of life, biochemistry, cells, energy, growth and development.
Students will also explore molecular biology, genetics, the diversity of life, how things change over time and ecology.

S2190 Biology, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11

Prerequisite: Chemistry
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average.
Students enrolled in this course by recommendation and previous achievement. This course approaches the study of life
from the molecular level to the cellular and multi-cellular level. Processes of life are covered in a structure/function manner.
The class is taught by lecture and through a series of laboratory experiences. Dissection may be part of the laboratory
experience. Successful completion of this course prepares the student to take the Biology SAT II and AP Biology.

S4100 Chemistry, Advanced Placement

Y

7 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Chemistry
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
This course is designed to be the equivalent of the general chemistry course usually taken during the first college year.
Because of the material involved and the large workload, AP Teacher approval is necessary and summer work is required.
For some students, this course enables them to undertake, as college freshmen, second year work in the chemistry
sequence at their institution or to register for courses in other fields where general chemistry is prerequisite. For other
students, the Advanced Placement Chemistry course fulfills college laboratory science requirements and frees time for other
courses. Course work will include an in-depth study of the fundamental theories and principles of atomic structure and
chemical behaviors. Successful completion of this course prepares the student to take the Chemistry SAT II and the AP
Chemistry Exam. In order to receive AP course credit from Mainland Regional High School, the students must take the
appropriate version of the AP Chemistry exam at the conclusion of the course. AP science classes will utilize one 30-minute
morning session and one 24-minute unit lunch session in every 4-day cycle.
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Science

cont.

S4125 Physics B1, Advanced Placement

Y

7 cr.

Gr. 10-12

Prerequisite: Physics
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
AP Physics 1: Algebra-Based is the equivalent to a first-semester college course in algebra-based physics. The course
covers Newtonian mechanics (including rotational dynamics and angular momentum); work, energy, and power; and
mechanical waves and sound. It will also introduce electric circuits.

S4126 Physics B2, Advanced Placement

Y

7 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Physics B1, Advanced Placement
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
AP Physics 2: Algebra-Based is the equivalent to a second-semester college course in algebra-based physics. The course
covers fluid mechanics; thermodynamics; electricity and magnetism; optics; and atomic and nuclear physics.

S4150 Biology, Advanced Placement

Y

7 cr.

Gr. 12

Prerequisite: Biology
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
This course covers many topics including: molecular and cellular biology which emphasizes the chemical and historical
development of the cell concept; organism biology which compares the structure and functions in animals and plants; and
population biology which examines heredity, ecology, behavior, and social biology. Successful completion of this course
prepares the student to take the Biology SAT II and the AP Biology Examination. In order to receive AP course credit from
Mainland Regional High School, the student must take the appropriate version of the Biology AP exam at the conclusion of
this course. AP science classes will utilize one 30 minute morning session and one 24-minute unit lunch session in every
4-day cycle.

S4220 Physics C, Advanced Placement

Y

7 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Calculus or concurrent enrollment
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
This is a Calculus based AP Physics Course. Semester one is devoted to Classical Mechanics. Semester two focuses on
Classical Electricity and Magnetism. Calculus is used freely throughout the year in formulating principles, derivations and
solving problems. Successful completion of this course prepares the student to take the Physics SAT II and the AP Physics
C examinations. In order to receive AP course credit from Mainland Regional High School, the student must take both AP
exams: one in Mechanics and the other in Electricity and Magnetism, each exam requires a separate fee. AP science
classes will utilize one 30-minute morning session and one 24-minute unit lunch session in every 4-day cycle.
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Social Studies
H1100 U.S. History I, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9

This course is a chronological study of America from exploration to America Becoming a World Power. Primary source
material and research into controversial issues of American history will be the basis of this course. In order to demonstrate
mastery and receive credit for this course, students will be able to write arguments to support claims in an analysis of
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. Students will also be able to initiate
and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse
partners on texts and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.

H2100 U.S. History I, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9

It is recommended that students have consistently earned an A average in their middle school history/social
studies course work.
This course is a chronological study of America from exploration to America Becoming a World Power. Primary source
material and research into controversial issues of American history will be the basis of this course. In order to demonstrate
mastery and receive credit for this course, students will be able to write arguments to support claims in an analysis of
substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. Students will also be able to initiate
and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse
partners on texts and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively. This course will
consist of significant reading and writing assignments requiring a commitment to developing strong analytical skills. There
will be a summer reading assignment for students who register for this course.

H1150 U.S. History II, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10

Prerequisite: U.S. History I or concurrent enrollment in US History I
This course is a chronological survey of American history from the Progressive Era (1890’s) to the present. Primary source
material and research into controversial issues of American history will be the basis of this course. Successful completion
of United State History I and II will prepare students for college achievement test in American History.

H2150 U.S. History II, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10

Prerequisite: U.S. History I or concurrent enrollment in US History I
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average.
This course is a chronological survey of American history from the Progressive Era (1890’s) to the present. Primary source
material and research into controversial issues of American history will be the basis of this course. Successful completion
of United State History I and II will prepare students for college achievement test in American History. This course will
consist of significant reading and writing assignments requiring a commitment to developing strong analytical skills. There
will be a summer reading assignment for students who register for this course.

H4100 U.S. History, Advanced Placement

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10

Prerequisite: U.S. History I
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
The H4100 Advanced Placement U.S. History course follows the H2100 Honors U.S. History I class. The AP student in this
course develops the analytical skills necessary to study critically the trends, events and movements in the U.S. since the
earliest European efforts to colonize America. This program provides students with a rigorous, college-level work experience.
Students learn to assess primary source materials, their relevance to a given interpretive problem, their reliability, their
importance, and to weigh the evidence and interpretations presented in historical scholarship. They acquire the academic
skills necessary to present evidence and to draw conclusions clearly and persuasively in class discussion, essay writing
and seminar debates.

H1200 World History, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11

This course explores humanity’s growth from the first global age to the beginning of the 20th century. The student studies
the rise and fall of civilizations in history in different parts of the world, Africa, the Middle East, Europe and Asia. The course
will expose students to the arts and achievements of these civilizations, as well as, to their political, economic, and social
systems.
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Social Studies

cont.

H2200 World History, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11

It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average.
This course explores humanity’s growth from the first global age to the beginning of the 20th century. The student studies
the rise and fall of civilizations in history in different parts of the world, Africa, the Middle East, Europe and Asia. The course
will expose students to the arts and achievements of these civilizations, as well as, to their political, economic, and social
systems. This course will consist of significant reading and writing assignments requiring a commitment to developing strong
analytical skills. There will be a summer reading assignment for students who register for this course.

H4150 World History, Advanced Placement

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11

It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
The World History Advanced Placement course is designed to develop greater understanding of the evolution of global
processes and contacts, and in interaction with different types of human societies. This understanding is advanced through
a combination of selective factual knowledge and appropriate analytical skills. The course highlights the nature of changes
in international frameworks and their causes and consequences, as well as, comparisons among major societies. The
course emphasizes causes and consequences, as well as, comparisons among major societies. The course emphasizes
relevant factual knowledge deployed in conjunction with leading interpretive issues and types of historical evidence.
Focused primarily on the past thousand years of global experience, the course builds on an understanding of cultural,
institutional, and technological precedents that along with geography, set the human stage prior to 1000AD Periodization,
explicitly discussed, forms the organizing principle for dealing with change and continuity from that point to the present.
Specific themes provide further organization to the course along with the consistent attention to contacts among societies
that form the core of world history as a field of study.
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Special Education
New Jersey Administrative Code 6:A mandates that all classified students have a current Individualized Educational Plan
(IEP) developed by the IEP team that ensures a free, appropriate, public education. An IEP team consists of the student,
parents/guardians, Child Study Team members, guidance counselor, and special and general education teachers. Students
with disabilities must be educated in the least restrictive environment consistent with their educational needs. A continuum
of programs and/or related services is available within the Special Education Department. Specific programs including
resource room classes, inclusion classes, instructional support and services, special education electives and the Transition
Academic Program for students classified with an emotional disability are offered throughout the academic year.

RESOURCE ROOM COURSES
E03EI1, 2, 3, 4 English I-IV (Intermediate)
E03EN1, 2, 3, 4 English I-IV (Novice)

Y
Y

5 Cr.
5 Cr.

Gr. 9-12
Gr. 9-12

Students enrolled in these English courses must also be enrolled concurrently in the corresponding Reading
course (I-IV, Intermediate or Novice).
These English courses provide high school level of literature studies and genres through an analysis of complex texts. The
students read a variety of works both fiction and non-fiction to develop important reading and writing skills. The students
continue to develop strategies to responding to content through the use of writing and technology. The students are afforded
the opportunity to develop essential written and oral communication skills that will support them in high school and in their
post-secondary options.

E03RI1, 2, 3, 4 Reading I-IV (Intermediate)

Y

5 Cr.

Gr. 9-12

Students enrolled in Reading I-IV Intermediate must also be concurrently enrolled in the corresponding English IIV course at the Intermediate level.
This course is a continuation of the Reading Novice course for the more experienced student. Students will continue to
improve their Lexile Level through the utilization of a computerized software program focusing on vocabulary, spelling,
grammar, writing, comprehension skills. Students will use a variety of strategies to enhance their degree of understanding
in the above listed objectives.

E03RN1, 2, 3, 4 Reading I-IV (Novice)

Y

5 Cr.

Gr. 9-12

Students enrolled in Reading I-IV Novice must also be concurrently enrolled in the corresponding English I-IV
course at the Novice level.
This course is designed to improve the vocabulary, spelling, grammar, writing, comprehension level and confidence of the
novice Read180 Student. Curriculum is technology-based on the specific developmental needs of each class member to
improve student’s ability to read, write, speak, listen, and view a variety of materials using the Read 180 differentiated
program.
 Improve basic language skills in grammar, usage and mechanics.
 Develop vocabulary
 Read literary selections for comprehension, critical thinking, and participation in discussion
 Identify synonyms and antonyms.
 Identify incomplete sentences and correct.
 Identify the main idea of a passage and the details that support it.
 Identify comparison, contrast and cause and effect relationships.
 Identify events in a sequence.
 Infer a character’s motives and point of view.
 Infer a writer’s purpose and view point.
 Complete a graphic organizer and write a paragraph and essay by selecting a topic and supporting it with ideas.
 Use multi-media sources for research.
 Learn and develop comprehension strategies to improve understanding of text.

E02R4 Reading Flex I

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11, 12

Prerequisite: Intermediate-level of English and Reading
This course is a continuation of the Intermediate-level English and Reading courses for the experienced Read 180 student.
Students will continue to improve their Lexile Reading level and writing literacy skills through the utilization of the Read 180
activities and computerized software. The goal is to help students improve their literacy skills and prepare for post-secondary
education. The learning objectives include: vocabulary building, spelling, grammar, writing, comprehension and 21 st century
skills for post-secondary preparation.
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E02R5 Reading Flex II

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11, 12

Prerequisite: English Reading Flex I
This course is a continuation of the English/Reading Flex I course for the experienced Read 180 student. Students will
continue to improve their Lexile Reading level and writing literacy skills through the utilization of the Read 180 activities and
computerized software. The learning objectives include: vocabulary building, spelling, grammar, writing, comprehension,
and 21st century skills for post-secondary transition.

E01E1, 2, 3, or 4 Foundational English

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Must also be enrolled in Foundational Reading
This course is designed for students also taking Foundational Reading. It is taught as a block or in tandem with Foundational
Reading and students should be enrolled in both courses. The course is designed to develop individual skills for writing,
speaking, and reading, listening and viewing. Skills are taught at a slow and steady pace to provide opportunities for
reinforcement and mastery. Students will be tested with the Reading Inventory (RI) and/or the Phonetic Inventory (PI) to
determine their appropriate course placement. To receive credit for this class, the student will successfully:
 Gain information viewing various forms of media.
 Develop expressive language- speaking skills.
 Independently select textual information to read and to share with the class for oral presentation.
 Engage in conversations that exhibit initiation and response.
 Demonstrate understanding and comprehension of information through written format.
 Make an oral presentation that has an introduction, purpose, supporting details and a conclusion.
 Listen and to take notes from lessons.
 Write basic sentences and paragraphs.

E01R1, 2, 3, or 4 Foundational Reading

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Must also be enrolled in Foundational English
This course is designed for students also taking the E01E1 Foundational English class. It is taught as a block or in tandem
with Foundational English and students should be enrolled in both courses. The course is designed This course is designed
to develop individual reading skills for students who are reading at or below the 500 Lexile Level, according to the RI
(Reading Inventory) and PI (Phonics Inventory) reading assessments. Reading skills and strategies are taught using the
System 44 reading program. To receive credit for the course, the student will demonstrate the following:
 Use directed reading activities.
 Understand and follow oral and written directions.
 Understand that letters represent sounds and combine sounds to make words.
 Improve vocabulary through categorizations and associations.
 Improve understanding and use of words.
 Read developmentally appropriate text with comprehension.
 Participate in rehearsed oral reading with fluent and accurate pronunciation of words.
 Comprehend simple written selections using prior knowledge, letter-sound relationships, and picture clues.
 Write in complete sentences.

E01E3 English (SEED)

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: E01E1 Foundational English & E01R1 Foundational Reading; Teacher recommendation and
Structured-Work Based SEED enrollment (E02BC & E02B3)
This course is designed to further develop the individual reading and writing skills of students who are involved in the SEED
transitional half-day program. The course is designed to develop individual skills for writing, speaking, and reading, listening
and viewing. Skills are taught at a slow and steady pace to provide opportunities for reinforcement and mastery. Students
will be tested with the Reading Inventory (RI) and/or the Phonetic Inventory (PI) to determine their appropriate course
placement. To receive credit for this class, the student will successfully:
 Gain information viewing various forms of media.
 Develop expressive language- speaking and writing skills.
 Independently select textual information to read and to share with the class for oral presentation.
 Engage in conversations that exhibit initiation and response.
 Demonstrate understanding and comprehension of information through written and verbal formats.
 Make an oral presentation that has an introduction, purpose, supporting details and a conclusion.
 Listen and to take notes from lessons.
 Write basic sentences and paragraphs.
 Improve vocabulary through categorizations and associations.
 Improve understanding and use of words.
 Read developmentally appropriate text with comprehension.
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E02E1, 2, 3, or 4 Foundations of English

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course is designed to improve student’s ability to read, write, speak, listen and view a variety of materials with
understanding. It is a literature based study of the English language with a focus on improving grammar, sentence structure,
and a mnemonic approach to writing. Students will be working to improve their language arts literacy skills as they relate to
the Core Curriculum Content Standards 3.1-3.5. In order to receive credit for this course, the student will, depending upon
identified needs:
 Develop written communication skills by applying step by step paragraph writing as a foundation for essay writing
 Improve basic language skills in grammar, usage, and mechanics
 Read literary selection for comprehension, critical thinking, and participation in discussion
 Demonstrate an understanding of the types of literature and literary forms
 Complete a research project using basic and acceptable research skills and a process approach
 Understand and apply the process of writing to students’ efforts
 Apply technology to learned literary concepts

E01H2 Foundational U.S. History I

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course, the student will:
 Trace and explain the events that led to the War for Independence and the significant events that brought final
victory to America.
 Analyze the creation of the Articles of Confederation and the Constitution.
 Describe the impact of Nationalism and Economic expansion from the late 1780’s to the 1850’s.
 Define the term “Manifest Destiny” and describe the major events in the westward movement during the midnineteenth century.
 Explain political, economic and social causes of the Civil War and assess the war plans of the Union and
Confederacy.
 Describe the Reconstruction period and assess the impact it had on the United States at that time and in later
years.
 Describe industrial growth in the U.S. in the late 19th century and its relationship to immigration, urbanization and
the changes in agriculture.

E01H3 Foundational U.S. History II

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course, the student will:
 Describe industrial growth in the U.S. in the late 19th century, and its relationship to immigration, urbanization and
the changes in agriculture.
 Document and analyze significant aspects of the growing United States involvement in world affairs at the
beginning of the 20th century.
 Trace and document the historical significance of the progressive movement.
 Develop logical sequence of the historical events leading up to World War II and the subsequent involvement of
the U.S. in it.
 Discuss present day conflicts and their ramifications.

E01H4 Foundational World History

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course, the student will:
 Compare artistic and literary interpretations of historical events with accounts of the same events that aim at
objectivity.
 Understand historical causation.
 Analyze how and why historical interpretations change over time.
 Understand the views of people of other times and places regarding the issues they have faced.
 Synthesize historical facts and interpretations to reach personal conclusion about significance historical events.
 Analyze and formulate policy statements demonstrating an understanding of issues, standards, and conflicts
related to universal human rights.
 Evaluate the views, beliefs, and impact of different social groups on a given historical event or issue.
 Evaluate actions an individual group or institution might take to counteract incidents of prejudice, discrimination,
expulsion, genocide, slavery, and the holocaust.
 Analyze how beliefs and principles are transmitted in a culture.
 Evaluate the mutual influence of technology and culture.
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E02H1 Foundations of U.S. History I

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course is a chronological study of America from exploration to 1917. Primary source material and research into
controversial issues of American history will be the basis of this course. In order to successfully complete this course, the
student will need to demonstrate the following:
 Trace and explain the events that led to the War for Independence and the significant events that brought final
victory to America.
 Analyze the creation of the Articles of Confederation and the Constitution.
 Describe the Impact of Nationalism and Economic expansion from the late 1780’s to the 1850’s.
 Define the term “Manifest Destiny” and describe the major events in the westward movement during the midnineteenth century.
 Explain the political, economic and social causes of the Civil War and assess the war plans of the Union and
Confederacy.
 Describe the Reconstruction period and assess the Impact it had on the United States at that time and in later years.
 Describe industrial growth in the U.S. in the late 19th century, and its relationship to immigration, urbanization and
the changes in agriculture.
 Document and analyze significant aspects of the growing United States involvement in world affairs at the
beginning of the 20th century.
 Trace and document the historical significance of the progressive movement.
 Develop logical sequence of the historical events leading up to World War I and the subsequent involvement of
the U.S. in it.

E02H2 Foundations of U.S. History II

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course continues the chronological study of American History. It parallels the regular education curriculum for U.S.
History II at a pace and level appropriate to the students’ needs. In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this
course, the student will, depending on the IEP complete the following:
 Explain how the United States became an industrialized nation.
 Trace the growth of American industry
 Describe the role of immigrants in the growth of American industry.
 Trace the fight for women’s rights and equality.
 Describe the cause, events and outcome of the Spanish American War
 Describe the causes, events and results of WWI.
 Describe the causes and events of the Great Depression.
 List the causes of WWII and the results.
 Describe the causes, events and results of the Cold War, Korean and Vietnam Wars.
 Describe America role in the modern world.
 Trace the history of the United States through its presidents.

E02H3 Foundations of World History

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course explores humanity’s growth from pre-historic times to the beginning of the 20th century. The student studies the
rise and fall of civilizations in history in different parts of the world, Africa, the Middle East, Europe, and Asia. The course
will expose students to these civilizations, their political, economic, and social systems. In order to demonstrate mastery
and receive credit for this course, the student will:
 Compare the developments of pre-historic civilizations.
 Identify significant relationships related to river valley civilization.
 Compare and contrast the development and contributions of different civilizations, particularly Egyptian, Greek,
Roman, and Eastern civilizations.
 Identify the prominent nations that build empires and geographically identify those empires.

E01S3 Foundational Biology

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This laboratory course provides a hands-on multi-sensory approach to the study of living things. In order to demonstrate
mastery and receive credit for this course, the student will, depending upon identified need:
• Identify the importance of how the body works
• Describe the parts of the skeletal, muscular and circulatory systems and explain the function of each system
• Describe the parts and function of the nervous system
• Identify diseases caused by viruses and bacteria
• Show how some diseases can be prevented
• Show the dangers of addictive and illegal drugs
• Define first aid and give guideline for emergency situations
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E01S2 Foundational Physics

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course provides a hands-on multi-sensory approach to the study of the earth. In order to demonstrate mastery and
receive credit for this course, the student will, depending upon identified need:
 Define speed
 Explain what a force is and give examples
 Describe the features and structure of the earth
 Explain how the earth’s revolution and the tilt of its axis cause seasons
 Explain what makes up the solar system
 Identify basic properties of all minerals
 Compare and contrast different rocks
 Describe weather conditions

E01S4 Foundational Chemistry

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This laboratory course provides a hands-on multi-sensory approach to the study of matter and energy. In order to
demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course, the student will, depending upon identified need:
 Identify standard metric units and instruments for length, mass, volume
 Identify basic properties of matter
 Explain the parts of an atom and its structure
 Identify common elements in everyday life and how we use them
 Explain that matter can be classified into elements, compounds, and mixtures
 Describe what happens in chemical reactions

E02S2 Foundations of Physics

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This is aligned with the general education science curriculum. The content will consist of some basic physics principles,
geology, astronomy and environmental sciences. The students will gain an understanding of: the natural laws as they apply
to motion, forces, and energy transformation; the structure, dynamics and geophysical systems of earth; the origin, evolution
and structure of the universe and the environment as a system of interdependent components affected by human activity
and natural phenomenon. The students will meet the standards for 5.1, 5.2 and 5.4. In order to demonstrate mastery and
receive credit for this course, the student will, as specified in the IEP:
 Explain what the solar system is
 Use the scientific method
 Describe how the earth and moon move in space
 Describe the rock cycle
 Describe the structure of the earth
 Demonstrate use of measurement tool and identify standard metric units
 Define force and describe forces
 Differentiate between speed, velocity and acceleration
 Describe Newton’s laws of motion
 Define and distinguish between weathering, erosion and deposition
 Describe the theory of Plate tectonics

E02S3 Foundations of Chemistry

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

This laboratory course is aligned with the Applied Chemistry curriculum. This course covers basic chemistry principles and
environmental science. The students will learn about atoms, nucleus, protons, neutrons, describe how information is
encoded in genetic material, explain how the periodic table evolved and demonstrate different types of chemical reactions
and the various factors affecting reaction rates. The student will meet the content standards for 5.6.
 Describe and sort objects according to the materials from which they are made and their physical properties
 Recognize that matter can exist as a solid, liquid or gas and can be transformed from one state to another by
heating or cooling
 Investigate matter by observing materials under investigation
 Identify characteristic properties of matter, and use one or more of those properties to separate a mixture of
substances
 Show how substances can react with each other to form new substances having characteristic properties different
from those of the original substances
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E02S4 Foundations of Biology

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

This laboratory course is aligned with the Applied Biology general education class. The students will be able to identify
organisms that possess characteristics of living and non-living things, explain how plants convert light to chemical energy,
explain how DNA can be altered, and explain evolution and theory of natural selection. The students will meet the state
requirements for standards 5.5. At the completion of this year students will be expected to take the End of Year state test
in Biology. In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course, the student will, depending upon the IEP:
 Explain the scientific method
 Identify the main parts of a plant.
 Demonstrate understanding of cell structure
 Identify the human body systems.
 Learn how scientists classify animals.
 Define how disease can be prevented.
 Identify differences between living & non-living things.
 Explain how traits pass from parents to offspring.
 Learn how plants are classified.
 Recognize ways that organisms survive.
 Identify the properties of bacteria.
 Explain how an ecosystem works.
 Understand how animals obtain and digest foods.

E01M1, 2, 3, or 4 Foundational Math

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course is designed to develop and reinforce everyday math skills in a variety of settings. The junior level students in
this class will work on the Alternative Proficiency Assessment. In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this
course, the student will, depending upon identified need:
 Compute with money, using names and values of pennies, nickels, dimes and quarters.
 Tell time by using both analog and digital clocks to understand minutes and hours.
 Use a calendar to understand day, week, month and year.
 Understand coins and bills and make change up to $5.00.
 Write in decimal form to $5.00.
 Know the correct change when shopping and use plus one as needed.
 Add and subtracts money using estimation, mental math, calculators, and paper and pencil.
 Develop an understanding of budgeting for essential needs.
 Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of whole numbers, fractions, and decimals.

E02M2 Foundations of Pre-Algebra

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9

This course will provide a foundation for students to have future success in Algebra I. This course will place a strong
emphasis on the continued study of integers, order of operations, variables, expressions, and equations. Students will solve
and graph equations and inequalities, write and solve proportions, and explore geometry, statistics, and graph concepts.

E02M3 Foundations of Algebra I

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisite: Introduction to Integrated Math or teacher and CST recommendation
This course is aligned with the general education Algebra 1 course. In this class students will work both individually and in
groups to solve mathematical problems. In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course, the student will:
 Use various problem solving strategies to analyze problems and formulate appropriate solution strategies.
 Express, interpret and graph functions, specifically linear and quadratic, within a team.
 Use variables to represent relations from tables, graphs, verbally stated problems and geometric diagrams.
Understand that algebraic relations can be tested by substitutions of numbers.
 Solve linear and quadratic equations, systems of linear equations, & understand their relationships to graph functions.
 Use ratio, proportion, and direct variation from numerical, geometric and algebraic perspectives.
 Learn to use a calculator effectively.
 Use the distributive property and order of operations to reorganize algebraic expressions into more useful forms.

E02M7 Math Lab I

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Math Lab I focuses on the domains most necessary for success in algebra, including Operations and Algebraic Thinking
and Number and Operations in Base Ten. This course offers strategies to help students understand and explain the meaning
of multiplication and division using visual and numeric models.
 Students will be able to define multiplication, multiply 1-digit factors, and multiply by 10 and multiples of 10.
 Students multiply by 1-, 2-, and 3-digit factors using place value and partial products.
 Students divide by 1- and 2-digit divisors using related multiplication facts and the partial quotient method.
 Students use models to identify, compare, and add fractions, and to represent division problems as fractions.
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E02M4 Foundations of Geometry

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

Prerequisite: Foundations of Algebra I
This course is aligned with the general education Geometry course. In this course the students will demonstrate an
understanding of the terminology and basic concepts of angles and lines and their connections with coordinates,
constructions and deductions. Other skills include judging the validity of an argument, constructing a simple valid argument,
identifying similar figures and understanding their properties. In order to successfully fulfill the requirements of this course
the student will:
 Use problem solving skills in data organization, looking for patterns, drawing diagrams, making systematic
lists/tables, and writing algebraic representations to make and test conjectures about angles, lines, congruence,
polygons and circles.
 Learn a core set of geometric facts and relationships about polygons, circles, prisms, congruence and measure.
 Use coordinate geometry for the study of area, perimeter, transformations, congruence and functions.
 Develop spatial visualization skills and apply them to the study of three-dimensional figures.
 Develop facility with ratios, particularly in the areas of similarity and right triangle trigonometry.
 Understand the interdependence between algebra and geometry.
 Complete basic compass and straight edge constructions.
 Learn to use a scientific calculator as an aide for problem solving.

E02M8 Math Lab II

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisite: Math Lab I
Math Lab II focuses on the domains most necessary for success in algebra, including Operations and Algebraic Thinking,
Number and Operations in Base Ten, and Number and Operations in Fractions. This course offers strategies of composing
and decomposing fractions with visual models.
 Students use visual models to identify, compare, and add fractions, and to represent division problems as
fractions.
 Students develop strategies to compare fractions, identify equivalent fractions, and add and subtract fractions.
 Students multiply and divide fractions and mixed numbers.
 Students use fractions and place value to represent decimals, and they locate decimals on a number line.
 Students apply their knowledge of place value and fractions to calculate with decimals
 Students use number sense and visual models to add and subtract positive and negative numbers

E02M5 Math Lab III

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11, 12

Prerequisite: Math Lab II
Math Lab III is a course designed to help students gain an in-depth understanding of beginning algebra and geometry by
engaging in problem solving with practical application problems that help students see their interrelatedness to arithmetic.
Students develop their abilities to calculate percentages and proportions, perform unit conversions, solve equations, use
formulas, and use calculators.

E02M9 Foundations of Algebra II

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisite: Foundations of Algebra I
This course is aligned to the general education Algebra II course. In this class algebraic expressions and forms are
emphasized especially in linear and quadratic forms. Powers, roots, and functions are explored, defined, and applied in
relation to algebraic expressions. Polynomial and other special functions are studied as tools for modeling real world
situations. Geometric ideas are utilized throughout the text while other subjects are included for their relevance to computers,
including discrete and continuous domains. In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course, the student will:
 Understand how to use both explicit and recursive formulas for sequences.
 Identify, solve and graph variation problems.
 Use matrix operations.
 Apply concepts of exponential functions.
 Understand, apply and use powers and roots.
 Identify and graph parabolas.
 Understand function notation, graphs and equations.
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E02M6 Consumer Math

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11, 12

This course will teach money management. The topics will include buying and maintaining cars, insurance, financial
planning, banking, credit and investments, consumer laws, housing options and employment. The students will be able to
identify their short and long term goals and how they relate to their spending patterns. In order to demonstrate mastery in
this course the student will demonstrate:
 Explain personal credit and debt management
 Explain relationship between income and careers as it relates to budgeting
 Show an understanding of civic financial responsibility, personal planning, saving and investing.
 Understand personal income tax

E01G1, 2, 3, or 4 Adaptive Phys. Ed and Health

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course is for students recommended by the Child Study Team. The students will receive three marking periods of
physical education and one marking period of health. Specific activities will be determined by the needs of the students.
Students will be exposed to a variety of indoor and outdoor activities. The health curriculum will focus on health promotion
and disease prevention. They will learn and apply health-related fitness concepts.

E02W1 Writing for College Bound Students

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course will provide students with the basic skills needed for college entry level classes. Students will focus on improving
sentence structure, paragraph and summary writing, as well as writing a well-structured essay. Attention will also include
writing in response to literature. Each student will have the opportunity to develop individual writing skills on laptop
computers. In order to receive credit for this course, the student will, depending upon identified needs:
 Develop writing in both MLA and APA formatting
 Develop college required word processing skills through daily use of laptops
 Develop writing skills in two areas: summary and literary response
 Understand and develop a particular voice when writing
 Understand audience and its importance when writing
 Practice step by step writing persuasive essay writing
 Understand and apply the process of writing to student’s efforts
This course will be altered as needed based on students specific IEPs and needs; however this is not a basic skills class.

E02W3 Foundations of Language and Culture

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

This course is designed to excite the learner to develop second language skills through using highly practical vocabulary. This
course will also familiarize the student with the culture of the other nations, reflecting upon such topics as foods, songs, and
dances. A variety of teaching resources will be used.

E02P1 Personal Development

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course focuses on social skills and life skills for the student to help them build their self-esteem, self-control, respect for
the rights of others, and a sense of responsibility for their own actions. This curriculum is based on real-life situations and
reinforces the skills needed to live on your own. In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit, the student, dependent
on his individualized needs, will:
 Exhibit good listening and concentration skills that are appropriate for classroom learning and everyday life.
 Identify and accept their own feelings and choose clear verbal and nonverbal ways of expressing their feelings.
 Learn that rewarding themselves is a way to motivate them.
 Recognize an individual in need of help and decide upon an appropriate method of assistance.
 Use negotiation as a technique for dealing with peer pressure as it relates to inappropriate behaviors,
such as drugs and/or sex.
 Learn new strategies for remaining calm under stress.
 Learn that teamwork, working together, attendance, and making good decisions are important job skills.
 Utilize more than one resource when gathering information, for example, buying a car, going grocery shopping, etc.
 Set long term and short-term goals and follow the steps in the skill components to reach them.
 Develop a healthy and safe lifestyle.
 Importance of nutrition and fitness.
 Budgeting for personal needs.
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E02B1 Structured Work-Based Learning – Academic

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course is an introduction to preparing for work, and utilizes the Equipped for the Future Work Readiness Curriculum
among other resources. The skills mastered in this course are aligned with those in the National Work Readiness Credential
profile. Students who successfully complete the activities in the course will be prepared to:
 Transfer work readiness skills beyond preparation for entry-level jobs
 Learn new skills and take responsibility for their own learning on the job
 Apply skills in a variety of contexts, including work, home, and community
 Apply for entry level positions in many jobs that do not require advanced training or education.

E02BA Fall Structured Work-Based Learning – School Setting
E02BB Spring Structured Work-Based Learning – School Setting
E02BC Structured Work-Based SEED
S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course will provide students the opportunity to practice and develop their employability skills within the school setting.
Students are assigned to various areas within the school including the nurses’ office, the school store, the cafeteria, the
pool, the library, the guidance office, the main office and other selected areas. Rotations through various departments are
arranged to maximize students’ exposure to different job sites and responsibilities.

E02B3 Structured Work-Based Learning – Community Setting Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11, 12

This course will provide students the opportunity to earn credits for participating in work activities and job sampling in the
community setting. In order to successfully complete this course, the student will need to demonstrate the following:
 Use a variety of methods to search for a job.
 Complete a job application(s)
 Interview for a job.
 Obtain a part-time job.
 Maintain a job
 Secure favorable job evaluations from supervisor.
 Understand and comply with the policy and procedures of the organization.

E03IA / E03IB Student Internship/Community Service

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 12

This course is being offered through the special education department for general education students. Selected senior year
students will have the opportunity to earn 5 credits as a peer mentor/tutor. They will be trained by a special education
teacher and meet during the school year to reflect upon their experiences. They will be assigned to students in the resource
room classes and the structured work program.

E02A3 Fall Academic Maintenance 9-11
E02A4 Spring Academic Maintenance 9-11
E02A5 Fall Academic Maintenance 10-12
E02A6 Spring Academic Maintenance 10-12

S
S
S
S

2.5 cr. Gr. 9-11
2.5 cr. Gr. 9-11
2.5 cr. Gr. 10-12
2.5 cr. Gr. 10-12

This course will assist the classified student with their academic classes. Approval for class will be granted on an individual
basis by the recommendation of the CST. The student receives help in a variety of subjects on an individualized assistance
program. The course provides study skill development as well as the support required to meet success in the regular education
classes. In order to demonstrate mastery for this course, the student will, depending upon identified need:
 Improve work habits and organizational skills.
 Improve reference and study skills.
 Improve organizational and time management skills.
 Improve critical reading and writing skills.
 Improve test taking skills.
 Utilize compensatory skills.
 Apply computer skills.
 Maintain competency in regular education classes.
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INCLUSION
In an inclusion class there are two certified teachers – a special education and general education teachers. Students are
exposed to the general education curriculum with modifications and educational supports, as specified in their individualized
education plan. Inclusion classes are offered in the core academic areas: English, Math, History, Science and Spanish.
Recommendation by the Child Study Team is required.

Inclusion Classes
L110V English I, College Prep
L120V English II, College Prep
L130V English III, College Prep
L140V English IV, College Prep
H110V U.S. History I, College Prep
H115V U.S. History II, College Prep
H120V World History, College Prep

S110V Chemistry, College Prep
S112V Physics, College Prep
S115V Biology, College Prep
M005V Algebra I Lab
M100V Algebra I, College Prep
M101V Geometry, College Prep
M102V Algebra II, College Prep
M108V Geometry with Lab, College Prep
M109V Algebra II with Lab, College Prep
W100V Spanish I

TRANSITION ACADEMIC PROGRAM (TAP)
The TAP self-contained program serves classified students with emotional difficulties negatively impacting on their academic
performance. It is a highly structured, behavior modification program designed to change the negative classroom behaviors,
and facilitate a successful return to mainstream classes. Recommendation by the Child Study Team is required.

Transitional Academic Program – A

Transitional Academic Program – B

EATE1 TAP English I – A
EATE2 TAP English II – A
EATE3 TAP English III – A
EATE4 TAP English IV – A
EATGA TAP Phys. Ed/Health – A
EATH1 TAP US History I – A
EATH2 TAP US History II – A
EATH3 TAP World History – A
EATM1 TAP Algebra I – A
EATM2 TAP Algebra II – A
EATM3 TAP Geometry – A
EATS1 TAP Physics – A
EATS2 TAP Chemistry – A
EATS3 TAP Biology – A
EATVA TAP Career Exploration – A

EPTE1 TAP English I – B
EPTE2 TAP English II – B
EPTE3 TAP English III – B
EPTE4 TAP English IV – B
EPTGP TAP Phys. Ed/Health – B
EPTH1 TAP US History I – B
EPTH2 TAP US History II – B
EPTH3 TAP World History – B
EPTM1 TAP Algebra I – B
EPTM2 TAP Algebra II – B
EPTM3 TAP Geometry – B
EPTS1 TAP Physics – B
EPTS2 TAP Chemistry – B
EPTS3 TAP Biology – B
EPTVP TAP Career Exploration – B
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World Language
Unlike other Core Curriculum Content Standards areas, the World Languages standard,
NJCCCS 7.1, is benchmarked by proficiency levels. These proficiency levels are defined by
ACTFL. Please see charts on the following pages for descriptors and can-do statements for each
proficiency level.
ACTFL Can-Do Statements are self-assessment checklists used by language learners to assess
what they “can do” with language in the Interpersonal, Interpretive, and Presentational modes of
communication. These modes of communication organized in the checklist into the following
categories:
Interpersonal (Person-to-Person) Communication
Presentational Speaking (Spoken Production)
Presentational Writing (Written Production)
Interpretive Listening
Interpretive Reading
For a more detailed description of proficiency levels and Can-Do statements visit
https://www.actfl.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/Can-Do_Statements.pdf

Suggested sequence for Spanish students:
Grade 8 Prof Level NL

Grade 8 Prof Level NM

Grade 8 Prof Level NH

Spanish Level 1

Spanish Level 2

Spanish Level 3 Accelerated

Spanish Level 2

Spanish Level 3

Spanish Level 4 H

Spanish Level 3

Spanish Level 4 H

Spanish Level 4 H

Spanish Level 5 H

Spanish Level 5 H
Spanish Level 6 H or
Spanish Level 6 AP

After recommendations are made and discussed with all stakeholders a level change will occur
only with permission of the Supervisor of Instruction for World Language.
Students who wish to be considered for a higher level may take an online assessment to
demonstrate the appropriate proficiency level on the ACTFL scale.
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MRHS World
Language
Clubs
French Club
Italian Club
Junior Classical League
La Société Honoraire
de Français
(National French
Honor Society)
Latin Club
National Latin Exam
Spanish Club

World Language

cont.

NCSSFL-ACTFL GLOBAL CAN-DO BENCHMARKS

Novice Low = NL
Novice Mid = NM
Novice High = NH

Intermediate Low = IL
Intermediate Mid = IM
Intermediate High = IH
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World Language

cont.

NCSSFL-ACTFL GLOBAL CAN-DO BENCHMARKS CONTINUED

Advanced Low = AL
Advanced Mid = AM
Advanced High = AH
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World Language

cont.

SPANISH
Benchmark Levels

W1100 Spanish Level 1, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

NL–NM

The purpose of this course is to prepare students to communicate in a very basic manner with native Spanish speakers and
to begin developing a global perspective as they are exposed to elements of Spanish life. Students will learn to exchange
information about familiar topics using phrases and simple sentences. They will learn to handle short social interactions in
everyday situations by asking and answering simple questions. Reading and writing will progress from simple lists to
paragraph length responses. Students are encouraged to begin exploring travel opportunities in Spanish speaking countries
around the globe and to draw comparisons between Spanish and American culture.

W1150 Spanish Level 2, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

NM–NH

Prerequisite: 8th grade proficiency level of Novice Mid
This course will strengthen students’ comprehension of the spoken and written language. Students will continue to exchange
information about familiar topics and handle social interactions dealing with every-day life situations. Students are expected
to be able to speak using complete sentences and to write in a cohesive manner in Spanish about topics, which they have
studied. Students will practice discussing current and past events in their daily lives. Students will continue to learn about
Spanish traditions, daily life, and travel opportunities around the world in preparation for more advanced language study.

W1151 Hispanohablantes, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

NM–IL

Hispanohablantes is an academic Spanish course that will count toward the graduation requirement for World Language. It
is intended for heritage speakers of Spanish who have traditionally been placed in a Spanish 1 or Spanish 2 World Language
course. The students will be expected to participate orally through debates, oral presentations, demonstrations, speeches
and student lectures. Writing assignments will focus on advanced paragraph essays. The difference between formal and
informal language, both written and oral, will be stressed through the year. The program will improve students’ written
expression in the language as well as their knowledge of correct grammar. The desired effect is that students would be
motivated to continue their study of the language by taking Spanish 4 Honors and/or AP Spanish. Parents can expect that
their children will learn about Latino culture and customs. They will also learn about their country of origin.

W2100 Spanish Level 3, Accelerated

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

NM–NH–IL

Prerequisite: 8th grade proficiency level of Novice High
This is an accelerated course for students who intend to continue studying the Spanish language. It will strengthen students’
comprehension and proficiency of the spoken and written language. Students will continue to exchange information about
familiar topics and handle social interactions dealing with every-day life situations. Students are expected to be able to
speak using complete sentences and to write in a cohesive manner in Spanish about topics, which they have studied.
Students will practice discussing current and past events in their daily lives. Students will continue to learn about Spanish
traditions, daily life, and travel opportunities around the world in preparation for more advanced language study.

W1200 Spanish Level 3, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

NH–IL

Prerequisite: Spanish Level 2
This course is designed for those students who have completed Spanish 1 and 2 and desire to continue their study of the
Spanish language and culture. In this course, students will work with the language to accomplish a variety of tasks, including
more writing and reading in Spanish. Storytelling and authentic Spanish texts will be used as students continue to acquire
more varied vocabulary and learn to use more complex sentence structures. Students will practice being able to verbally
summarize a story and write essays on a variety of topics, while adding more details to their ideas. Students in Spanish 3
will focus on conducting conversations using complex sentences and pronouns; making more complex comparisons of
people, things and actions; providing an extended narration of past and present and expressing emotions, wishes, and
hypotheses in complex sentences. The focus of this course is to develop a level of functional Spanish that can be used in
everyday life situations.
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World Language

cont.

SPANISH
Benchmark Levels

W2150 Spanish Level 4, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

IL–IM

Prerequisite: Spanish Level 3
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average.
In this course, students will work more independently with the language to accomplish a variety of tasks, including more
writing and reading in Spanish. Storytelling and authentic Spanish texts will be used as students continue to acquire more
varied vocabulary and learn to use more complex sentence structures. Students will practice being able to verbally
summarize a story and write essays on a variety of topics, while adding more details to their ideas. Students in this course
will focus on conducting conversations using complex sentences and pronouns; making more complex comparisons of
people, things and actions; providing an extended narration of past, present and future events and corresponding conditions;
and expressing emotions, wishes, and hypotheses in complex sentences.

W2200 Spanish Level 5, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

IM–IH

Prerequisite: Spanish Level 4
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average.
The purpose of this course is to prepare students for intermediate level college Spanish classes, as well as to more
effectively communicate with native speakers of the language on a wider variety of topics, including current events around
the globe. Upon completing Spanish 5 Honors, students should be able to travel to a Spanish speaking country and meet
all their needs in Spanish, as well as participate in conversation in a variety of social contexts, and communicate their ideas
on topics of a less concrete nature. This class is taught in an immersion environment, and students are expected to make
every effort to communicate exclusively in Spanish. Students will practice being able to communicate an idea even if they
do not know the exact wording to use. Students are encouraged not to let the fear of making mistakes prevent them from
speaking. The course is designed to prepare students for the reading, writing and speaking skills required in AP Spanish.

W2225 Spanish Level 6, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 12

IH–AL

Prerequisite: Spanish Level 5
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average.
This course is intended for students who have chosen to develop their proficiency in Spanish. The student should already
have a very good command of the grammar learned in prior Spanish courses and considerable competence in listening,
reading, speaking, and writing. The culture of the twenty Spanish-speaking countries of the world is covered in reading
selections and multi-media activities. A heavy emphasis will be placed on the conversational aspect of language study.

W4100 Spanish Level 6, Advanced Placement

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 12

IH–AL

Prerequisite: Spanish Level 5
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
This course emphasizes the use of language for active communication and helps students develop the ability to understand
spoken Spanish in various contexts. This class will be conducted in Spanish and students will be required to read,
comprehend, write and speak using the language. Participants will be asked to engage in both listening, written and oral
assignments. The course is designed to meet the needs of highly motivated students interested in a college-level, intensive
language study through language immersion. By stressing reading, writing, speaking and listening, students will work
towards proficiency in interpersonal, interpretive and presentational communication. By using the six course themes outlined
in the AP curriculum, students will increase their cultural knowledge and experience the world through a comparison with
their own cultural experience. The AP class will be a challenging and serious course, providing students the opportunity to
truly improve their language skills and the opportunity to take the exam. Taking the AP exam is required.
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FRENCH
W1250 French I, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

The purpose of French I is to prepare students to communicate in a very basic manner with native French speakers and to
begin developing a global perspective as they are exposed to elements of French life. Students will learn to exchange
information about familiar topics using phrases and simple sentences. They will learn to handle short social interactions in
everyday situations by asking and answering simple questions. Reading and writing will progress from simple lists to
paragraph length responses. Students are encouraged to begin exploring travel opportunities in French speaking countries
around the globe and to draw comparisons between French and American culture.

W1300 French II, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

Prerequisite: French I
The French II course will strengthen students’ comprehension of the spoken and written language. Students will continue to
exchange information about familiar topics and handle social interactions dealing with every-day life situations. Students are
expected to be able to speak using complete sentences and to write in a cohesive manner in French about topics, which they
have studied. Students will practice discussing current and past events in their daily lives. Students will continue to learn about
French traditions, daily life, and travel opportunities around the world in preparation for more advanced language study.

W2250 French III, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: French II; It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with
a B or better and/or college prep level course work with an A average.
In French III Honors, students will work more independently with the language to accomplish a variety of tasks, including
more writing and reading in French. Storytelling and authentic French texts will be used as students continue to acquire
more varied vocabulary and learn to use more complex sentence structures. Students will practice being able to verbally
summarize a story and write essays, while adding more details to their ideas. Students will focus on conducting extended
conversations using complex sentences and pronouns; making more complex comparisons of people, things and actions;
providing an extended narration of past, present and future events and corresponding conditions; and expressing emotions,
wishes, and hypotheses in complex sentences. By the end of French III, students should be able to communicate with a
native speaker in a variety of situations and have a better understanding of everyday life, celebrations, and traditions in
France. Students will also research and present the French-speaking regions of the world that most appeal to them. The
course is designed to prepare students for the reading, writing and speaking skills required in AP French. In order to receive
credit for this course, students must be able to perform the following objectives at an intermediate/pre-advanced level of
proficiency: understand French by a speaker at a normal speed; use grammar and vocabulary skills in writing assignments
including compound tenses and the imperfect; demonstrate a comprehension of printed or audio materials; conduct a
conversation and/or participate in a group discussion.

W2300 French IV, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 12

Prerequisite: French III; It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with
a B or better and/or college prep level course work with an A average.
The purpose of this course is to prepare students for intermediate-level college French classes, as well as to more effectively
communicate on a wider variety of topics, including current events around the globe. Upon completing this course, students
should be able to travel to a French-speaking country and meet all their needs in French, as well as participate in
conversation in a variety of contexts, and communicate their ideas on topics of a less concrete nature. This class is taught
in an immersion environment, and students are expected to make every effort to communicate exclusively in French.
Students will practice being able to communicate an idea even if they do not know the exact wording to use. Students are
encouraged not to let the fear of making mistakes prevent them from speaking. No English is spoken by the teacher; students
must indicate if they do not understand something, and be willing to work through the explanations, entirely in French.

W4120 French, Advanced Placement

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 12

Prerequisite: French III
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
This AP course is offered to any student who has successfully studied and had practice speaking the language. This AP
course in French Language and Culture emphasizes the use of language for active communication and helps students
develop the ability to understand spoken French in various contexts. This class will be conducted in French and students
will be required to read, comprehend, write and speak using the language. Participants will be asked to engage in both
written and oral assignments. The course is designed to meet the needs of highly motivated students interested in a collegelevel, intensive language study through language immersion. By stressing reading, writing, speaking and listening, students
will work towards proficiency in interpersonal, interpretive and presentational communication. By using the six course
themes outlined in the AP curriculum, students will increase their cultural knowledge and experience with the Francophone
world through a comparison with their own cultural experience. The AP class will be a challenging and serious course,
providing students the opportunity to truly improve their language skills and the opportunity to take the exam.
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ITALIAN
W1450 Italian I, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

The purpose of Italian I is to prepare students to communicate in a very basic manner with native Italian speakers and to
begin developing a global perspective as they are exposed to elements of Italian life. Students will learn to exchange
information about familiar topics using phrases and simple sentences. They will learn to handle short social interactions in
everyday situations by asking and answering simple questions. Reading and writing will progress from simple lists to
paragraph length responses. Students are encouraged to begin exploring travel opportunities in Italian speaking countries
around the globe and to draw comparisons between Italian and American culture.

W1500 Italian II, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

Prerequisite: Italian I
This course will strengthen students’ comprehension of the spoken and written language. Students will continue to exchange
information about familiar topics and handle social interactions dealing with every-day life situations. Students are expected
to be able to speak using complete sentences and to write in a cohesive manner in Italian about topics, which they have
studied. Students will practice discussing current and past events in their daily lives. Students will continue to learn about
Italian traditions, daily life, and travel opportunities around the world in preparation for more advanced language study.

W2450 Italian III, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Italian II; It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a
B or better and/or college prep level course work with an A average.
In this course, students will work more independently with the language to accomplish a variety of tasks, including more
writing and reading in Italian. Storytelling and authentic Italian texts will be used as students continue to acquire more varied
vocabulary and learn to use more complex sentence structures. Students will practice being able to verbally summarize a
story and write essays while adding more details to their ideas. Students will focus on conducting extended conversations
using complex sentences and pronouns; making more complex comparisons of people, things and actions; providing an
extended narration of past, present and future events; and expressing emotions, wishes, and hypotheses in complex
sentences. By the end of Italian III students should be able to communicate with a native Italian speaker in a variety of
situations and have a better understanding of everyday life, celebrations, and traditions in Italy. Students will also research
and present the Italian-speaking regions of the world that most appeal to them. The course is designed to prepare students
for the reading, writing and speaking skills required in AP Italian. In order to receive credit for this course, students must be
able to perform the following objectives at an intermediate/pre-advanced level of proficiency: understand Italian by a speaker
at a normal speed; use grammar and vocabulary skills in writing assignments including compound tenses and the imperfect;
demonstrate a comprehension of printed or audio materials; conduct a conversation and/or participate in a group discussion.

W2500 Italian IV, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 12

Prerequisite: Italian III; It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a
B or better and/or college prep level course work with an A average.
This course will prepare students for intermediate-level college Italian classes, as well as to more effectively communicate
with native speakers of the language on a wider variety of topics, including current events around the globe. Upon completing
this course, students should be able to travel to an Italian-speaking country and meet all their needs in Italian, as well as
participate in conversation in a variety of social contexts, and communicate their ideas on topics of a less concrete nature.
This class is taught in an immersion environment, and students are expected to make every effort to communicate
exclusively in Italian. Students will practice being able to communicate an idea even if they do not know the exact wording
to use. Students are encouraged not to let the fear of making mistakes prevent them from speaking. No English is spoken
by the teacher; students must indicate if they do not understand something, and be willing to work through the explanations,
entirely in Italian.

W4110 Italian, Advanced Placement

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 12

Prerequisite: Italian III
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
The AP course is offered to any student who has successfully studied a minimum of three years of Italian and had practice
in speaking the language. The AP course in Italian Language and Culture emphasizes the use of language for active
communication and helps students develop the ability to understand spoken Italian in various contexts. This class will be
conducted in Italian and students will be required to read, comprehend, write and speak using the language. Participants
will be asked to engage in both written and oral assignments. The course is designed to meet the needs of highly motivated
students interested in a college-level, intensive language study through language immersion. By stressing reading, writing,
speaking and listening, students will work towards proficiency in interpersonal, interpretive and presentational
communication. By using the six course themes outlined in the AP curriculum, students will increase their cultural knowledge
and experience with the Italophone world through a comparison with their own cultural experience. The AP class will be a
challenging and serious course, providing students with the opportunity to truly improve their language skills and the
opportunity to take the exam.
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LATIN
W1350 Latin I, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Latin I provides an introduction to the structure of the language and its influence on English and other languages. Students
will learn to recognize root words and English derivatives. They will also learn about Roman culture, history, and mythology
and explore the influence of the Roman world on our society. They will be able to translate simple sentences and short
stories. The year ends with a chariot race for all of the Latin classes.

W1400 Latin II, College Prep

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

Prerequisite: Latin I
Latin II continues the study of Latin grammar and its parallels in English. Students also further their study of Roman culture
and customs with a focus on city life, gladiatorial fights, and celebrations. They learn Latin legal and medical terms as well
as Latin roots. They will be able to translate longer sentences and short stories with more complex grammatical structures.
The year ends with a chariot race for all of the Latin classes.

W2350 Latin III, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Latin II
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average.
Latin III applies the grammar and language skills of the first two levels to authentic sources that have influenced art, music,
theater, poetry, literature, and dance. Students analyze literary themes and devices and create projects that draw
comparisons to modern day works. They will be able to translate longer works of poetry and prose. The year ends with a
chariot race for all of the Latin classes.

W2400 Latin IV, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 12

Prerequisite: Latin III
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average.
Latin IV expands the application of grammar and language skills and continues the study of authentic sources that have
influenced art, music, theater, poetry, literature, and dance. Students continue their analysis of literary themes and devices
and their creation of projects that draw comparisons to modern day works. They will be able to translate longer works of
poetry and prose with greater accuracy and will be able to compare English translations for fluency and adherence to the
original text. The year ends with a chariot race for all of the Latin classes.

DISTANCE LEARNING WORLD LANGUAGE:
W1610 Distance Learning, American Sign Language

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Students meet with live certified teachers from Proximity Learning in a group twice a week online. They will meet with their
Mainland instructor on the other days. The courses include online live classes, self-study, live language labs, office hours,
assignments, weekly quizzes and exams.
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Business, Finance, & Marketing
Mainland Regional High School’s Business, Finance, and Marketing College and
Career Readiness Cluster introduces students to financial and investment planning,
banking, accounting, and business financial management. In addition students
manage and perform marketing activities as well as plan, organize, direct, and
evaluate business functions essential to efficient and productive business
operations, while examining the impact of technology and globalization.

Other
Courses
supporting this
Cluster:
Algebra III (pg. 13)
Pre-Calculus (pg. 14)
Calculus (pg. 14)

B1000 Business and Finance, Introduction

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

In today’s global economy, students need to be lifelong learners who have the knowledge and skills
to adapt to an evolving workplace and world. The Introduction to Business/Finance course will
guide the student in what they need to know and be able to do in order to be successful in their
future careers and to achieve financial independence. We will focus on the business environment
on a personal, national and international scale. The course will identify the roles and responsibilities
of business in our society and focuses on selected functions within the business community. Issues
such as managerial roles, emerging technology, consumer attitudes and competitive pressures will
be covered. Business students will gain an understanding of real-life practical skills they will need
as consumers and for career success after high school such as ethical decision-making, integrity,
accountability, responsibility, leadership, interpersonal skills and teamwork. These skills will
prepare our students to meet the challenges and opportunities of the 21st century global workplace.
This course fulfills the state financial literacy requirement for graduation.

B1040 Sports and Entertainment Marketing

S

2.5 cr. Gr. 10-12

Prerequisite: Introduction to Business and Finance or Money Management
This course will take the student on journey through the world of Sports and Entertainment
Marketing. The student will identify the four major marketing functions that all business engage in
and understand how marketing media has changed in the last decade and that organizations
engage consumers differently and on a much wider scale than before. The goal is to explore how
these changes may become mainstream in the next decade; and how as a consumer this will affect
our immediate world. In this course we will discover that when the tools of marketing change,
strategies of marketing must change too in order to stay competitive. While studying these issues
students will learn skills that will help them to be an informed, engaged consumer while applying
those learned skills to their academic and career pathway.

B1060 Money Management

S

2.5 cr. Gr. 10-12

This course will guide students in understanding the fundamental decisions about their personal
financial affairs. Students will be made aware of consumer topics, issues, and strategies in planning
their financial future. They will learn where to find valuable resource information for future reference.
These topics will include budgeting, the proper use of credit, credit cards, insurance, banking
services, investments, retirement and financial planning. This course fulfills the state financial
literacy requirement for graduation.

B1065 Entrepreneurship

S

2.5 cr. Gr. 11-12

Prerequisites: 1 or more business classes.
Students will identify the fundamentals of business creation, the personal attributes needed to be
a successful entrepreneur, and will research various business opportunities. Whether students
want to start their own money-making business or create a non-profit to help others, this course
helps develop the core skills needed to be successful. Topics covered include the characteristics
of an entrepreneurs, business development, financing their business, discovering entrepreneurial
opportunities, and researching and analyzing domestic and global market trends. The course
culminates with the student developing a hypothetical business plan to implement their unique
venture that conforms to all applicable governmental laws and regulations. This course fulfills the
state financial literacy requirement for graduation.
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App Development (pg. 44)
Entertainment Tech. (pg. 44)
Law & Society (pg. 47)
U.S. Government (pg. 47)
Mass Media (pg. 49)
Public & Presentational
Speaking (pg. 50)
Statistics (pg. 54)
Advanced Study in a World
Language Recommended

Related
Occupations
Business
Administrative Assistant
Advertising Sales
Auditor
Business Consultant
Certified Public Accountant
Corporate Trainer
E-Commerce Analyst
Entrepreneur
Facilities Manager
Finance Director
Human Resources
Investment Executive
Marketing Analyst
Medical Transcriptionist
Office Manager
OSHA Compliance Officer
Personnel Recruiter
Public Relations Manager
Sales Representative
Wholesale and Retail
Buyer

Business, Finance, & Marketing

CONTINUED

B1070 Social Media Marketing, Introduction

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This Social Media Marketing course will take the student on a journey through the world of using
social media to market products and services online. Student will learn about the history of this market
and how companies are leveraging the value of connecting with customers online. The basic
principles of marketing (product, price, distribution and promotion) will be covered along with why
building satisfying relationships with customers is crucial in our always connected digital world. This
course will address 21st century learning skills that the student can use in their everyday life.

B2120 Financial Accounting, Honors 

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

Opportunity to earn Industry-Valued Credentials. This course will prepare students to sit for the
exam to become QuickBooks Certified.
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a
B or better and/or college prep level course work with an A average.
Accounting is currently one of the most in-demand college majors. Recording business
transactions, posting to the ledgers and cash control procedures are discussed in detail. The
student will be able be able to prepare a trial balance, payroll records and prepare payroll entries
along with end of period financial documents. Proper financial presentation and disclosure
statements with an emphasis on service and merchandising companies will be covered. This
course fulfills the state financial literacy requirement for graduation.

H4250 Macroeconomics, Advanced Placement

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work
with an A average.
This course is designed to provide students with a thorough understanding of the principles of
economics that apply to an economic system as a whole, as well as, those that apply to the
functions of individual decision-making for consumers and producers. This program makes
demands on the student equivalent to a full year introductory college course. Objectives are:
 To understand national income and price determination, measures of economic
performance, economic growth, and international economics.
 To comprehend the nature and functions of product markets including the study of factor
markets and the role of government in promoting greater efficiency and equity in the
economy.
 To prepare students to earn college credits by successful performance on the AP tests.
The course content includes analysis, interpretation of economic data, writing to reflect
economic literacy, and application of economic research in the form of a project or paper.
This course fulfills the state financial literacy requirement for graduation.

Related
Occupations
Finance
Abstractor
Accountant
Actuary
Bill and Account Collector
Chief Executive Officer
Chief Financial Officer
Commodities
Representative
Controller
Credit Analyst
Debt Counselor
Economist
Financial Planner
Foreign Exchange Manager
Fund Raiser
Insurance Broker
Internal Auditor
Loan Officer
Non-Profit Manager
Tax Examiner
Title Researcher and
Examiner
Treasurer
Trust Officer
Underwriter

Marketing
Advertising
Copywriter/Designer
E-Commerce Director
Entrepreneur
Field Marketing
Representative
Forecasting Manager
Interactive Media Specialist
Inventory Manager/Analyst
Logistics Manager
Merchandise Buyer
On-line Market Researcher
Public Relations Manager
Promotions Manager
Retail Marketing
Coordinator
Sales Executive
Shipping/Receiving Clerk
Telemarketer
Trade Show Manager
Warehouse Manager
Webmaster
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Architecture, Design, &
Engineering Technology
Mainland Regional High School’s Architecture, Design, & Engineering Technology
College and Career Readiness Cluster supports students’ application of
mathematics, science, and technology concepts to solve problems quantitatively
in engineering projects involving design, development, and/or production.

Below is the new CAD Certification Academy at Mainland Regional High School. Students who
take courses in this Academy will have the opportunity to receive an industry-standard certification
in AutoCAD, REVIT and Inventor as well as develop key 21st-century tools like problem solving,
project development, design thinking and computer skills. Students who have previously completed
Architecture I, II, Intro to Engineering, or Principles of Engineering may sign up for any of the
CAD II options or they may take the CAD III Capstone course. Students that have not taken one of
these courses who have an interest in STEM fields, design-related fields such as architecture, or
product design, must take CAD I Introduction to Design to begin the sequence. Each of the CAD II
courses includes the opportunity to receive an industry-standard certification. Students may take
as many of these courses as they wish.

I1300 CAD I Introduction to Design

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

In this introductory course, students will be introduced to three software packages: AutoCAD,
REVIT, and Inventor. Students will use this variety of software as tools for completing a wide range
of projects related to design, engineering, and architecture. Students need to develop skills for the
ever-growing technological world. Computer Aided Design techniques are the foundation for most
of the design drawings generated in business and industry today, from manufacturing and
architectural design to fashion design. Students will learn to use the programs in many different
ways and start to develop techniques that improve their speed, accuracy, and interest in
technology. Students will work on projects including mechanical plans, architectural plans, and
experiment with advanced 3D modeling techniques. Students will learn about to the Design Loop
Process where they solve problems using the STEM skills developed throughout this course. This
course will also open students’ eyes to potential career choices in the Design and STEM fields.
This course is a prerequisite for the advanced, certification courses at the CAD II level.

Other
Courses
supporting this
Cluster:
Algebra III (pg. 13)
Pre-Calculus (pg. 14)
Calculus (pg. 14)
AP Physics (pg. 18)
Computer Science (pg. 45)
AP Computer Science
(pg.45)
Public & Presentational
Speaking (pg. 50)
Statistics (pg. 54)

Related
Occupations
Aeronautical Engineer
Aerospace Engineer
Agricultural Engineer
Application Engineer
Architect
Architectural Engineer
Automotive Engineer
Biomedical Engineer
Biotechnology Engineer
CADD Technician
Chemical Engineer

I1305 CAD II AutoCAD for Design 

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

Opportunity to earn Industry-Valued Credentials. This course will prepare students to sit for the
exam to become AutoCAD Certified.
Prerequisite: CAD I or Architecture Design I, Intro to Engineering, Principles of Engineering,
or Honors CADD
AutoCAD is the industry’s top design and drafting software. Designers and manufacturers in
virtually every industry use it to create engineering design solutions. Strong design software skills
are a great asset in both the academic and professional arenas. Students will use the state-of-theart Autodesk design software AutoCAD to complete a wide range of drawings and projects having
to do with layouts, machining tools, and mechanical drawings. The work completed in class will
provide preparation for the Autodesk Certified User examination. Students who successfully
complete the certification exam will have the opportunity to use their credentials for a job, internship,
or on a college resume. Students who are Certified Users with Autodesk AutoCAD set themselves
apart with skills and abilities demanded by the industry’s best. Students are exposed to career or
majors involving Mechanical Engineering, Architecture, Industrial Design, Interior Design, even
Geography and Fashion design.

Civil Drafter or Engineer
Communications Engineer
Computer Engineer
Computer Programmer
Construction Engineer
Electrical Engineer
Fashion Designer
Fuel Cell Technician
Geothermal Engineer
Industrial Engineer
Manufacturing Engineer
Marine Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Metallurgist
Nuclear Engineer
Petroleum Engineer
Product/Process Engineer
Survey Technician
Systems Engineer
Transportation Engineer
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Architecture, Design, & Engineering Technology
I1310 CAD II REVIT for Architecture 

Y

5 cr.

CONT

Gr. 10-12

Opportunity to earn Industry-Valued Credentials. This course will prepare students to become REVIT Certified.
Prerequisite: CAD I or Architecture Design I, Intro to Engineering, Principles of Engineering, or Honors CADD
REVIT is industry-standard software used by Architects and Interior Designers. Throughout this course, students will expand
on their interest and appreciation of building materials and design. They will learn how to build, design, and draw floor plans,
foundation plans, cross section drawings, and elevation drawings. They will learn how to create video walkthroughs and
real-life renderings of their designs. Students who successfully complete the REVIT Certified User examination will have
the opportunity to use their credentials for a job, internship, or on a college resume. A Certified User in Autodesk REVIT
demonstrates that they have both the software knowledge and the skills and abilities demanded by the industry’s best.

I1315 CAD II Inventor for Engineering 

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

Opportunity to earn Industry-Valued Credentials. This course will prepare students to become Inventor Certified.
Prerequisite: CAD I or Architecture Design I, Intro to Engineering, Principles of Engineering, or Honors CADD
In this course, students will be given design problems which require the application of critical thinking within the context of
solving problems where there is no one right answer. The design process is a system that requires the application of STEM
knowledge and skills to make the world better through design innovation. Students will communicate ideas through various
presentation and prototyping methods using Inventor software. Student designers will apply the critical thinking skills
necessary for success in the 21st-century workplace while they concurrently work toward becoming an Inventor Certified
User by taking the examination. A Certified User in Autodesk Inventor demonstrates that they have both the software
knowledge and the skills and abilities demanded by the engineering industry’s best. These software skills are a great asset
in both the academic and professional arenas, and will give students an advantage in achieving college or career success.

I2105 CAD III Capstone, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Minimum of one CAD II course
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a B or better and/or
college prep level course work with an A average.
In this course, students are empowered to be responsible members of society by solving problems and harnessing the
power of technology. Utilizing a variety of Computer Aided Design software packages, students will conceive, plan and
create complete design projects. Additionally, students will obtain real world experience through the creation, development
and presentation of a variety of scale models and working prototypes. During this course, they have the opportunity to apply
the skills developed in the previous courses and to learn facets of the software on a more advanced and individual level.
As young designers, they will work with time constraints and deadlines that will teach students to manage materials, time,
clients and projects. Students learn how to be ready for the demands of the workplace by being actively engaged in critical
thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity.

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
I1000 Wood Technology I

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

In this course students will acquire a working knowledge of wood working tools and materials. Shop safety, hand tool
operations, basic machine tool operations, basic joining procedures and wood finishing techniques. Fabrication and
assembly of projects selected by the instructor will be the primary activity. Students will develop responsibility for managing
their time and resources. Woodshop provides a simulated workshop environment.

I1100 Wood Technology II

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

In this course students will acquire a working knowledge of wood working tools and materials. Shop safety, hand tool
operations, basic machine tool operations, basic joining procedures and wood finishing techniques. Fabrication and
assembly of projects selected by the instructor will be the primary activity approximately the first half of the year. Students
will develop responsibility for managing their time and resources. Woodshop provides a simulated workshop environment.
Woodworking 1 allows for further development and exploration of skills through individually selected projects for the second
half of the year.

I1150 Wood Technology III

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Wood Technology II
This course provides students the opportunity to take advantage of the resources available to deepen and enrich their
understanding of skills acquired in the basic level classes. Students will identify, design and fabricate a project for school or
community use. Emphasis is placed on problem solving and working with clients. Students asses the clients’ needs to then
develop and fabricate products to satisfy their needs.
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Information Technology /
Computer Science
Mainland Regional High School’s Computer Science and Information Technology
College and Career Readiness Cluster introduces students to the design,
development, support, and management of hardware, software, multimedia, and
systems integration services. Students also have the opportunity to explore and
understand the impact technology has on the economy and society.

Other
Courses
supporting this
Cluster:
Algebra III (pg. 13)

C1012 Entertainment Technology:
Digital Presentation & Graphic Design for the 21st Century 

Pre-Calculus (pg. 14)
Calculus (pg. 14)

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Opportunity to earn Industry-Valued Credentials. This course will prepare students to become
Certified in Adobe.
Technology is deeply rooted in our everyday lives and has become a form of entertainment. This
course offers a fantastic way to be introduced to a variety of STEM projects, computer graphic
imaging software packages and concepts. Students will create: 2D and 3D model animation and
image design, printed professional designs and graphics, t-shirt designs, movie posters, animated
graphics/sprites for video game development and app use, mobile web applications, special effects
video graphics while incorporating original music scores and a capstone personal video and music
portfolio published online. The software packages used in this course include: Adobe Photoshop,
Flash, Sketchup, and Maya. Students will be working on PCs and MACs and use digital cameras
for projects. Concepts of STEM/STEAM technology will be learned while each student works
independently and in small groups with the goal being to enhance and develop skills for all
graduates as they enter an increasingly technological world. Course work created in this course
can be used for Auto Cad or Game Development course work.

C1015 Game Development 1

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

This is a course is designed to have students create games though visual programming. The
programming language taught is Visual Basic. The course does not assume that the students have
any previous programming experience or computer science knowledge, therefore the course is
offered to any and all students. The course teaches basic structures of the language which
includes: Iteration, Syntax, Conditionals, Classes, and Methods as they work collaboratively and
individually to create computer games. Games & Programs to be written include, but are not limited
to: a card game, hangman, MP3 player, tic-tac-toe, and RPG. The course is engaging and
challenging.

C1020 Game Development 2

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Game Development 1
This is a course is designed to have students create games though Game Maker Program. The
programming language taught is JAVA. The course does not assume that the students have any
previous programming experience or computer science knowledge, therefore the course is offered
to any and all students that have successfully completed Game Development 1. The course
teaches basic structures of the language which includes: Iteration, Syntax, Conditionals, Classes,
and Methods as they work collaboratively and individually to create computer games. This course
follows Game Development 1 and offers students the ability to use an animator and include scripts
in their games. The course builds on the knowledge learned in Game Development 1. It is engaging
and challenging.

C1050 App Development 1

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

App Development 1 is a first-semester course that is to be used as an introduction to programming
and designing mobile apps. The course is designed to attract and reach a broad and diverse range
of students. Students will work in a real software development environment (TouchDevelop) to
design, program and publish mobile apps and games. The first semester course will use leading
edge technology to create an interactive and immersive learning experience focused on solving
real world problems that are relevant to students’ lives.
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Social Media Marketing
(pg.41)
Architecture Design
(pg. 42)
Engineering Design
(pg. 42)
Public & Presentational
Speaking (pg. 50)
Statistics (pg. 54)

Related
Occupations
Animator
Database Administrator
Data Systems Designer
E-Business Specialist
Game Developer
Information Technology
Engineer
Media Specialist
Network Administrator
Network Security Analyst
PC Support Specialist
Programmer
Software Applications
Specialist
Systems Administrator
Telecommunications
Network
Technician
User Support Specialist
Virtual Reality Specialist
Web Architect/Designer

MRHS Clubs
Computer Club

Information Technology / Computer Science
C1051 App Development 2

S

cont.

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisite: App Development 1
App Development 2 is a second-semester course that is to be used as a follow up to App Development 1 and will continue
with the programming and designing of mobile apps. The course is designed to attract and reach a broad and diverse range
of students. Students will work in a real software development environment (TouchDevelop, Swift, appcat, infinite monkeys
and MIT app inventor) to design, program and publish mobile apps and games for Android and iOS. The second semester
course will use leading edge technology to create an immersive learning experience focused on in depth problem solving
and the completion of complex cognitive tasks. Students will work independently and in partner projects. Apps will be
specifically created for solving real world problems that are relevant to students’ lives and will expose students to the rigors
expected of them at the collegiate level and in the workplace.

C2005 Computer Science I, Honors

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisite: Algebra I; It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with
a B or better and/or college prep level course work with an A average.
This course is designed to teach students computer science and computer programming concepts. A graphical outputted
environment is used for ease of learning. Karel the Robot is used to aid instruction. We will build virtual worlds inhabited by
objects and program them to perform actions. This course will satisfy the 21st Century Life Skills graduation requirement. In
order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for the course, the student will:
 Create a world with various objects in it
 Design a program and set up a scene
 Use variables, write methods and functions
 Use an if/then decision structure
 Use a loop instruction to repeat a task
 Create custom methods and pass arguments
 Create a new class
 Use events in simulations and games
 Create a list and use an array

C2015 Computer Science II, Honors

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisite: Computer Science I, Honors; It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level
course work with a B or better and/or college prep level course work with an A average.
This course is designed to build upon the knowledge learned in C423 by introducing the programming language Java. Java
is one of the most popular programming languages in use today. Emphasis will be on object-oriented program and problem
solving. In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for the course, the student will be able to:
 Design and implement computer based solutions to problems in several application areas.
 Develop and select appropriate algorithms and data structures to solve problems.
 Code fluently in a well-structured fashion in Java.
 Use selection and loops.
 Write user defined methods.
 Use one-dimensional arrays.
 Develop and write programs using GUI (Graphical User Interface).
 Develop simple games.
 Develop applets to be used for Internet programming.

C4000 Computer Science, Advanced Placement

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

Prerequisite: Computer Science II, Honors
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
In order to receive AP course credit from MRHS the student must take the appropriate AP examination at the conclusion of
the course. All examination fees are the responsibility of the student. The major emphases in the course are on programming
methodology, algorithms, and data structures. Applications provide the context in which those subjects are treated. The
programming language Java is the vehicle for implementing computer-based solutions to particular problems and projects.
The course is highly symbolic and demands strong programming skills. Tests and programs are main grade determiners,
but classroom participation and homework assignments are also included. Students will be prepared for the Advanced
Placement Computer Science Exam. In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for the course, the student will:
 Be able to design and implement computer-based solutions to problems in several application areas.
 Know well-known algorithms and data structures.
 Be able to develop and select appropriate algorithms and data structures to solve problems.
 Be able to code fluently in a well-structured fashion in the language Java.
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Law, Government,
Public Safety, & Global Studies
Mainland Regional High School’s Law, Government, Public Safety, & Global
Studies College and Career Readiness Cluster introduces students to the
principles and history of the planning, provision, and management of legal and
protective services. These careers include, but are not limited to areas of foreign
service, public safety, administration, governance, homeland security, revenue,
and taxation. In addition, students analyze the planning required and functions of
government at the local, state, and federal levels, and their evolution over time.

Other
Courses
supporting this
Cluster:
AP U.S. History (pg. 19)
AP World History (pg. 20)
Macroeconomics (pg. 41)

H1005 Criminal Justice

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Criminal Justice is a course about American Law. For this reason, a discussion and analysis of the
foundations of the rule of law in the United States forms the beginning of the course. Students then
take an in depth look at the American Criminal Justice system from Investigation to Incarceration.
Students learn how cases are prosecuted and defended. This course offers contemporary
explanations for and analysis of criminal behavior and an examination of different modes of
punishment. Actual cases are discussed, debated and analyzed.

H1020 Sociology

S

2.5 cr. Gr. 10-12

Sociology is the study of groups including social life, social change, and the consequences of
human behavior. In this course the students will examines the manner in which people interact
with one another. It involves learning about relationships within groups and the organization of
societies. This course also examines how these groups deal with social issues and social
problems. In order to demonstrate mastery, the student will demonstrate proficiency in the
following: what is sociology, founding sociologists, career opportunities, culture, counter culture,
socialization, deviance, stereotypes, and gender roles. Students will use skills to apply sociological
knowledge. Such as critical reading, analysis, study skills, study techniques, charts, venn
diagrams, concept webs, and many other useful skills. Students will use critical analysis to support
their opinions and views. Such as sociological perspective, nature vs. nurture, socialization
influences, and capital punishment. Students will formulate their views and use views supported
by factual details. This semester elective will serve a brief introduction to the content of sociology.

H2250 Philosophy, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a
B or better and/or college prep level course work with an A average.
This course serves as an introduction to the study of philosophy and is subtitled “The Search for
Wisdom.” An understanding of the development of Western thought will occur over the first three
quarters as we trace the search for wisdom from the Pre-Socratic Naturalists through Sartre.
During the fourth quarter we will “head east” with an introduction to Buddhism and Taoism.
Throughout the year there will be an on ongoing investigation of self and our role in the world.
Through class-wide daily conversation, collaboration with peers, and frequent writing assignments,
we will analyze the thoughts of a variety of philosophers in our attempt to deepen our
understanding of the areas of philosophy listed below. Current issues, recent editorials and our
own life experiences will be utilized in our attempt to understand multiple perspectives of universal
questions of concern. A constant analysis of our past and present educational processes and the
means with which to improve upon them will also be emphasized. By the end of this course
students will more fully and honestly answer the questions, “Who am I?” “What do I believe?” and
“What is my place in this world?”
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Public & Presentational
Speaking (pg. 50)
Psychology (pg. 52)
Statistics (pg. 54)
Forensic Science (pg. 55)
Advanced Study in a World
Language Recommended

Related
Occupations
Law & Public Safety
Attorney
Bomb Technician
Corrections Officer
Court Reporter
Criminal Investigator
EMT
Federal Marshall
Firefighter
Gaming Surveillance
Specialist
Hazardous Materials
Responder
Loss Prevention Specialist
Paralegal
Park Ranger
Police and Patrol Officer
Probation/Parole Officer
Public Information Officer
Security Director
Youth Services Worker

Law, Government, Public Safety, & Global Studies
H2260 Law & Society, Honors

Y

5 cr.

cont.

Gr. 10-12

It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a
B or better and/or college prep level course work with an A average.
This course is designed to introduce students to the main themes and events of American law. It
introduces terms and concepts of law and legal history, focusing on three recurring themes in
American public life: liberty, equality, and property. Within each of these themes, specific issues in
American society are analyzed and discussed, including gay marriage, gun control, and the right to
privacy. Students then develop skills that allow them to form their own opinions regarding the legality
surrounding each of these current issues, write arguments supporting these opinions, and make
predictions regarding potential future court rulings.

H2270 Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a
B or better and/or college prep level course work with an A average.
Dual Credit Opportunity with Stockton University
This course provides a broad interdisciplinary study of the Holocaust and other genocides of the
20th and 21st centuries. This course addresses a central tenet of education: What does it mean to
be a responsible citizen in a democratic society? Holocaust and Genocide Studies focuses on
global awareness through a historical analysis of “man’s inhumanity to man” as a means to foster
universal responsibility and action to challenge indifference, explore bias, and confront prejudice.

Related
Occupations
Government
Ambassador
Bank Examiner
City Manager
Combat Control Officer
Commissioner
Cryptographer
Election Supervisor
Elected Official
Foreign Service Officer
Immigration Officer
Intelligence Analyst
Internal Revenue
Investigator
Lobbyist
National Security Advisor

H4200 European History, Advanced Placement

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work
with an A average.
The European History Advanced Placement course is designed to provide the student with the
analytic skills and factual knowledge necessary to discuss critically the trends, events, and
movements in European history since 1350. The program makes demands on the student
equivalent to those of full year introductory college courses. The major objectives are to:
 Understand the global influence of European culture, ideas and institutions by studying
their evolutionary growth in the modern period, and
 To prepare students to earn college credits by successful performance on the Advance
Placement Test. Successful completion of this course will also prepare students to take
the World History SAT II. Course content will involve historical writings and analysis,
historical comparisons and contrasts, interpretive seminars, analysis and interpretation of
related primary source documents, research papers, and book reports.

H4300 U.S. Government & Politics, Advanced Placement

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work
with an A average.
This Advanced Placement course is designed to give an analytical perspective on government and
politics in the United States. The goal is to encourage students to examine and interpret how our
government was designed, its institutions and processes, and its application in historical and
contemporary settings. Students are expected to familiarize themselves with various theoretical
perspectives and how government in the United States has evolved due to the impact of certain
institutions, groups, beliefs, ideas, and policy that constitute U.S. politics. This is meant to be a
college level course and, as such, students will be expected to complete an extensive amount of
reading of both text and supplemental readings. There will also be regular analyses and
interpretation of data in the form of political cartoons, charts, graphs, and primary documents. The
ultimate goal is for students to perform well on the AP Exam in early May and, thereby, receive
college credit. Students must be responsible, prepared for class, and show initiative to achieve
mastery of the course objectives.
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Planner
Policy Advisor
Tax Policy Analyst

MRHS Clubs
Mock Trial
Student Council
Freshman Class
Sophomore Class
Junior Class
Senior Class

Law, Government, Public Safety, & Global Studies
H4350 Human Geography, Advanced Placement

Y

5 cr.

cont.

Gr. 10-12

It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
Human Geography combines economic and cultural geography to explore the relationships between humans and their
natural environment, and to track the broad social patterns that shape human societies. Featuring communities around the
world that are grappling with major socioeconomic change, the programs help students understand present-day events
within the scope of clearly recognizable trends, and realize the impact that government, corporate, and individual decisions
may have on people and places near and far. The purpose of AP Human Geography is to introduce students to the
systematic study of patterns and processes that have shaped human understanding, use, and alteration of the Earth’s
surface. Students employ spatial concepts and landscape analysis to examine human social organization and its
environmental consequences. They also learn about the methods and tools geographers use in their science and practice.
Upon successful completion of the course, students should have developed skills that enable them to:
 Use and think about maps and spatial data.
 Understand and interpret the implications of associations among phenomena in places.
 Recognize and interpret at different scales the relationships among patterns and processes.
 Define regions and evaluate the regionalization process.
 Characterize and analyze changing interconnections among places.

L1011 Mythology

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Through the study of Greek mythology, students will become familiar with the civilization and belief systems of ancient
Greece. Students will become acquainted with characters and concepts traditionally associated with Greek mythology.
Emphasis will be placed on mythological influences on literature and modern American society, government, and culture.
The oral tradition of myths represented in such cultures as European, Egyptian, Celtic, Norse, Oceanic, Native American
and Central American will be explored and examined. Attention will be paid to the universality as well as the subtleties of
the cultures as they relate to the specific themes and myths. Students will also explore the concept of modern myths and
research how they relate to universal concepts. Throughout the course, students will collaborate with one another on
projects that require them to communicate concisely and clearly to the class as a whole on subjects that the students have
chosen. Students will sharpen critical thinking skills in class discussions on topics that range from the concerns of ancient
citizens and modern citizens around the globe to complex problems like ethics in ancient and modern societies. The teaching
of mythology provides many varied benefits to students as they come in contact with a variety of world cultures while
comparing those cultures to their own. Mythology also teaches history by examining ancient times and their effect on the
modern world. The study of mythology leads students to start thinking analytically about modern culture, analyzing the
traces of ancient mythology has left behind and their impact on modern social, political, economic and cultural institutions.

L1165 Graphic Novels and Society

S

2.5 cr. Gr. 10-12

This is a nontraditional literature course, which focuses on comic books, strips, and graphic novels. The class will engage
in an in-depth examination of the history of the comic strip, from its birth in the 19 th century to modern day webcomics.
Additionally, this course will focus on the role graphic novels have played in our history and how they have helped shape
society and culture. Students will analyze the graphic novel’s connection to our own social, historical and political trends.
Assessments include essay writing, engaging in literary analysis, digital creations, and public speaking. Students will be
responsible for reading comprehension and associated activities from a variety of sources and texts, both fiction and
nonfiction.
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Media, AV Technology &
Communication
Mainland Regional High School’s Media, A/V Technology, and Communication
College and Career Readiness Cluster supports students’ understanding and
application of the design, production, and development principles essential to
create and publish content via various mediums. Students will also explore the
impact of the media on society, globalization, and the economy.

Other
Courses
supporting this
Cluster:
AP English III (pg. 10)
AP English IV (pg. 11)

L1015 Mass Media: Film and Society

S

2.5 cr. Gr. 10-12

Students in this course will be exploring different genres, themes and filmmaking techniques
throughout history. Students will study the concept of genre and explore several varieties, including
comedy, musicals, westerns, and science fiction. Students will be encouraged to consider how
films are constantly reshaping themselves with regard to dialogue, score, cinematography and a
variety of filmmaking techniques.
In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course, the student will
 Understand various genres of film and their vocabulary and time period
 Identify qualities often associated with different genres
 Identify aspects of genres attractive to certain audience
 Identify evolution of genres throughout decades

Identify filmmaking techniques (screenwriting, camera, etc.) associated with certain
themes /genre Identify and explain themes (alienation as seen through film history)
associated with various films

L1021 Creative Writing

Y

5 cr.

Entertainment Tech. (pg. 44)
Law & Society (pg. 47)
Graphic Novels and
Society (pg. 48)
Competitive Speech &
Drama (pg. 59)
Improv for the Stage (pg. 59)
Advanced Study in a World
Language Recommended

Related
Occupations

Gr. 9-12

This course is designed to develop creative writing skills in students with varying levels of ability
so that each student may discover his or her voice. Models of established writers will be used to
provide students with successful approaches and styles. The classroom atmosphere will be liberal
and supportive to allow for free flow of ideas. Individual technique will be stressed. In addition to
developing an in depth piece on a topic of their choice, students will learn about the elements of a
narrative through scaffolding—where assignments will focus on creating interesting characters,
implementing characterization techniques, exploring different types of conflict, and using powerful
imagery. Students will understand the concept of showing, not telling and apply it to both fiction
and nonfiction writing to emerge with a personal portfolio and journal that reflects their progress
as teenage writers.

Animation
Art Director
Audio Systems Technician
Audio-Video Designer and
Audio-Video Operator
Audio-Video System
Service
Broadcast Technician
Cable, Line Repairer and
Installer
Control Room Technician

L1050 Journalism

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

While all students will be expected to learn how to write without bias and use words efficiently,
students will have the flexibility to write about the topics that matter most to them. Whether fashion,
music, movies, sports or politics is a student’s area of interest, students get to decide what topics
will become their focus. Journalism will primarily involve nonfiction writing but parody and satire
will also be briefly covered. This course is perfect for any students interested in writing for the
school newspaper, Hoofprints, at some point during their high school career and is a prerequisite
for advanced journalism classes offered at Mainland. In order to demonstrate mastery and receive
credit for this course, the student will:
 understand the role journalism plays in society
 demonstrate an understanding of journalistic forms: print, photographic and video
 develop an understanding of and apply the section assignment process, collaborative
brainstorming process, and co-authorship
 develop an understanding of the business of journalism
 develop an understanding of reverse triangle writing, how to write a lead, how to write
headlines, and how to collect and write quotes
 demonstrate an understanding of various forms of journalistic writing
 develop and apply an understanding of the basics of layout
 demonstrate an understanding of ethical issues in journalism
 develop and apply an understanding of basic copy editing processes
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Customer Service
Representative
Design Director
Editor
Engineer
Journalist
Light Director
Network Designer
Producer
Publisher
Radio and Television
Announcer
Reporter
Researcher
Sales Representative
Station Manager

Media, AV Technology & Communication
L1055 Photographic Journalism I

Y

cont.
5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

In this course, students will gain skills in one or more of the following areas: page design, publishing
techniques, copy writing, editing, and photography. Also, they will take part in the production of a
creative and innovative publication, which will be shared with both the school and the community.
There will be an emphasis on writing in this class, and students will study magazine journalism,
evaluating layout and design techniques, headlines, and picture captions. The course will also give
students experience in interviewing, drafting, and electronic production. Students will brainstorm
ideas, develop them, and perfect them through revision. The course will also include both traditional
and digital photography. Through this course, students will gain useful, real world skills, including
teamwork, planning, marketing, and distribution of materials. They will also be required to work
independently to analyze, criticize, evaluate, and perfect their own work. This course is both fun
and challenging, and at the end of the year, we will have contributed to a production.

L1070 Public Speaking

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

A report from the National Association of Colleges and Employers shows that employers want job
candidates with strong communication skills. Similarly educational success also requires the ability
to articulate thoughts clearly. This class will focus on communication skills, recognizing persuasive
techniques used to influence others and how to be effective communicators in academic settings,
in the workplace, and in the community. This course will give tips on how to become a successful
public speaker by overcoming fears when presenting information in either a formal or casual setting.

V1000 Media Production

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

The purpose of this course is to provide a hands-on experience that will introduce the student to
the mediums of computer editing, television production and radio broadcasting. Students will not
only learn video editing but also enhance lifetime communication skills through their interactions in
class. This course will help the student understand the creative processes involved for the
development of various media programs. Students will learn camera applications, audio
engineering and non-linear editing. The students will act as an independent production company
where they will combine field production and editing techniques for production in small group teams.
Projects include: commercials, music videos, public service announcements, movie scene recreation, cartoon voice-over exercises, news segments and mini-movies. These programs may be
broadcasted on both the MRHS in-house video system and the local educational/governmental
cable access channel, The Mainland Channel, shown on Comcast. Radio Broadcasting will also
comprise a portion of the class. The students will learn and abide by all Federal Communication
Commission rules and regulations. Participants will be scheduled into weekly rotations throughout
the school year as DJ’s on 101.7FM “The Stang”.
*Students must have a signed parent permission slip to participate in radio broadcasting*

V4001 Broadcast News Production, Honors
G0000 Broadcast News Production, G/T

Y
Y

5 cr.
7 cr.

Gr. 10-12
Gr. 10-12

Prerequisite: Media Production
Dual Credit Opportunity with Stockton University
In addition to the goals of Media Production, students accepted into this course will learn the
intricacies of broadcast news production from fieldwork, studio production and post-production
creation of a show. Students enrolled in this course will produce the daily “AM Mainland” morning
show; produce a news program “MRHS NEWS” and be in-charge of producing a talk show (sports;
entertainment; MRHS). All programs will be aired on “The Mainland Channel” and our YouTube
channel. A requirement for this Honors level class is that each student produce a mini-documentary
at the end of each semester. Field trips and guest speakers will be an essential, hands-on
experience in this field of study. Students interested in this course must have a command of editing
and camera techniques. Students should also be confident to speak on camera.
**G/T students would be required to produce the daily “AM Mainland” morning show every day and
report to the Studio by 7:45am.
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Related
Occupations
Systems Designer
Technical Computer
Support
Technician
Technician: Film, Video,
and DVD
Telecommunication
Computer Programmer
and Systems Analyst
Telecommunication
Equipment:
Telecommunication
Technician
Video Systems Technician
Videographer: Special
Effects and Writer

MRHS Clubs
Hoofprints/’Stang Sports
Literary Club
Montage (Yearbook)
Photography Club

Media, AV Technology & Communication
V4020 Horseshoe Productions, Honors

Y

cont.
5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

Prerequisite: Media Production & Department Recommendation
Students accepted into the Honors Horseshoe Productions course will act as Mainland’s in-house production company with
the goal of informing and entertaining the viewers of the Mainland Community. Students will be assigned marking period
projects such as short films, music videos, public service announcements and infomercials. The creation of commercials
for television and radio, project ideas from staff and students as well as production work of school events will be emphasized
in this class. Students will work independently and as a production company on assignments.
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Medicine & Health Science
Mainland Regional High School’s Medicine and Health Services College and Career
Readiness Cluster introduces students to the planning, management, and provision
of therapeutic and diagnostic services. Students examine emerging trends and
issues related to health and medicine and their impact on individuals and society.
H1250 Psychology, Introduction

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

This Introductory Psychology course serves to introduce students to core concepts and content
areas in the field, including methods of inquiry and evaluation used by psychologists, how the brain
works, various states of consciousness, issues in social psychology, and psychological disorders
and treatments. The content of the course provides students with information about issues that all
individuals encounter not only in themselves, but in their relationships with friends, family, and
acquaintances. Studying psychology should lead students to appreciate and better understand
individual differences and allow them to acquire insight into the complex determinants underlying
individual and group behavior. Additionally, students will develop their critical thinking and
collaborative skills as well as their ability to extrapolate meaning from various types of readings and
to write clearly, coherently, and appropriately. Regardless of what their future life and career
choices are, knowledge of psychology will help each to be a more effective and fulfilled human
being on the job, with their loved ones, in social situations, and within themselves.

H4400 Psychology, Advanced Placement

Y

5 cr.

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Meditation is a time-tested technique used by scholars, warriors, athletes, and professionals
through the millennia. Now more than ever, teenagers appear distracted, disconnected and
fatigued. Mindfulness meditation – the practice of paying attention on purpose in the present
moment – trains one’s mind to focus, connect, and wake up. This semester elective offers researchvalidated mindfulness meditation practices, techniques, and exercises to help students increase
focus and mental clarity; reduce anxiety, fatigue, and stress; improve communication; and better
manage difficult situations. While this course is open to all grade levels, students who often feel
particularly stressed out or overwhelmed are encouraged to enroll. This will be a pass/fail course.
Students will receive credit, but it will not impact their GPA. In order to demonstrate mastery and
receive credit for this course, the student will:
 Develop a daily meditation practice
 Understand the relationship between meditation, stress, and stress reactions
 Demonstrate increased awareness and concentration
 Lead the class in meditation exercises as a final project
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supporting this
Cluster:
Algebra III (pg. 13)
Pre-Calculus (pg. 14)
Calculus (pg. 14)
AP Chemistry (pg. 17)
AP Biology (pg. 18)
Sociology (pg. 46)
Philosophy (pg. 46)
Law & Society (pg. 47)
Statistics (pg. 54)
Forensics (pg. 55)
Advanced Study in a World
Language Recommended

Gr. 11-12

It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work
with an A average.
This course serves as an introduction to the study of psychology. The course focuses on individual
behavior and why an individual thinks, feels, and reacts to certain stimuli. Students will explore,
discuss, and evaluate different theories of personality, social and moral development. Students will
investigate maladjusted patterns of behavior, with the goal of increasing an understanding of
abnormal and normal behavior patterns. Major emphases will be placed on stages in childhood and
adolescence, how the brain works, altered states of consciousness, issues in social psychology,
and psychological disorders. In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course,
the student will:
 Develop an awareness of psychology as a science; Identify major contributors to the field.
 Apply major theories of Social Psychology and stages of development (from infancy
through adulthood) to their own lives as well as those around them.
 State, label, and describe basic parts and functions of the human brain.
 Compare and contrast functions of the brain’s hemispheres
 Describe the research related to sleep and dreams.
 Outline the principles involved in sensation and perception.
 Describe and evaluate the major schools of personality theory.
 Summarize the causes, symptoms, treatment, and prognoses of various disorders.
 Explain and differentiate between the various forms of psychotherapy.

L1014 Focus! Wake Up! – Mindfulness Meditation

Other
Courses

Related
Occupations
Occupations
Requiring
Baccalaureate Degree
Athletic Trainer
Biochemist
Biostatistician
Geneticist
Industrial Hygienist
Nutritionist
Occupational Therapist
Physician (MD/DO)
Physician’s Assistant
Psychologist
Radiologist
Research Scientist
Speech/Language
Pathologist
Toxicologist
Veterinarian

Medicine & Health Science

cont.

S1161 Food Ecology

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

The course will examine Food Ecology through authentic experiences. Our studies will examine
the impact of food on the physical environment, human health, the science of botany, organic
agriculture, composting, the locavore movement, and the food habits of the United States
consumer. Our authentic experiences will include seedling preparation, herb gardening, raised bed
farming, container farming, traditional backyard farming experiences, and the planning of whole
foods meals using ingredients from our farm. By the end of the course students will have learned
how to maintain an efficient micro farm as a supplementary fresh food source. The large-scale goal
is to teach students how to grow their own food and how to make healthy and sustainable wholefood meals using harvested ingredients.

S1162 Fundamentals of Nutrition

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

In order to thrive in the 21st century, individuals need to be literate in the area of Health and
Wellness. One necessary component of this literacy is Nutrition. Empowering students with this
knowledge will enable them to make informed decisions about what they put into their body, with
the understanding that food impacts our body, brain, and emotions. Having a sharp, clear mind and
adequate energy support success in whatever college and/or career an individual chooses. This
course will explore these various topics/questions:
 Obesity in America
 Diet Trends/Lifestyles/Food Pyramid
 Eating a Balanced Diet – Is Breakfast Really the Most Important Meal of the Day?
(Food Groups, Nutrition Plate, Creating Meals and Nutritional Plans – Daily, Weekly)
 All Calories Are Not Created Equal – Do You Really Know What's in the Food You Eat?
(Smart Shopping/ Reading Food Labels, Vitamins/Supplements)
 Does the Food Industry Care About Our Health? (Factors that Influence Food Choices, Full
Belly/Empty Calories, Portion Control)
 The Effect of Nutrition on Illness, Allergies, and Health Care (Promote Wellness, Prevent
Illness)
 Sports Nutrition (Energy Balance)
 Nutrition 101 – Fact vs Myth
 Case Studies (Students will analyze and counsel fictitious “clients”)

S1163 Beginning Exercise Science,
Biomechanics, and Sports Studies

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

In this course, students will discuss sports and exercise from a historical perspective and be familiar
with the social, physiological, and psychological aspects of sports. Students will define and discuss
the basic concepts within the various foundational sciences of exercise science including exercise
physiology, motor learning, sport psychology, sport sociology, biomechanics, and health
psychology. Students will explore how their body reacts to exercise in the lab setting. Lastly, they
will identify, define and differentiate among career options and associated requirements within the
field of Exercise Science and Sport Studies and make informed choices among various career
paths.

S2260 Anatomy and Physiology, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 12

Prerequisite: Chemistry and Biology
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a
B or better and/or college prep level course work with an A average.
Anatomy and Physiology is the study of the human body and how it works. This is a course
designed for those students who are highly motivated in the area of biological science, might be
interested in a career in a healthcare-related field, or those that are interested in what the human
body is and how its various systems function. Students interested in fitness, nutrition and athletics
will also benefit from this course’s goals. The course will focus on anatomy and physiology through
investigation of real-life examples that pertain directly to the health and medical science fields.
Through hands-on experimentation and real-life experiences like field trips and the viewing of actual
surgeries, students will be introduced to the various systems of the human body in terms of
structures, functions, and what happens when things go wrong. Students will investigate how the
body works and what can affect a human’s systems through observation, research, and
experimentation, developing skills in research, writing and presentation.
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Related
Occupations
Occupations
Requiring Less than
Baccalaureate Degree
Dental Assistant/Hygienist
EMT/Paramedic
Health Information Coder
Home Health Aide
Lab Technician
Phlebotomist
Radiographer
Registered Nurse

Science & Mathematics
Mainland Regional High School’s Science & Mathematics College and Career
Readiness Cluster introduces students to technical and professional services
including laboratory and testing rooted within scientific research, development,
and mathematical problem solving. In addition, students become familiar with the
structures, processes, and methodology required to pursue post-secondary study
or career.

Other
Courses
supporting this
Cluster:
Algebra III (pg. 13)
Pre-Calculus (pg. 14)
Calculus (pg. 14)

M2060 Statistics, Honors

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Algebra II
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a
B or better and/or college prep level course work with an A average.
This course is designed to provide the student with the necessary tools to apply and to understand
the fundamental concepts that underline decisions reached by descriptive and/or inferential
statistical procedures. The course content will be closely articulated with an emphasis on
applications drawn from economical, educational, psychological, and scientific areas. Major topics
include probability, probability distributions, measures of central tendency, variation sampling
theory and distributions, linear regression, non-parametric tests and Analysis of Variance. In order
to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course students will:
 Calculate measures of central tendency from grouped and ungrouped data.
 Construct and read a frequency polygon, cumulative frequency polygon, and a histogram.
Calculate measures of variability from grouped and ungrouped data.
 Apply fundamental laws governing probabilities and probability distribution, (binomial,
normal chi-Square, etc.)
 Construct confidence intervals and tests of significance.
 Apply appropriate statistical inference Procedures (hypothesis testing) using large and
small size.
 Discuss and apply example theories and techniques.
 Use computer software to perform statistical calculations and graphing

AP Chemistry (pg. 17)
AP Physics (pg. 18)
AP Biology (pg. 18)
Financial Accounting
(pg. 41)
Public & Presentational
Speaking (pg. 50)

Related
Occupations
Analytical Chemist
Anthropologist
Applied Mathematician
Archeologist
Astronomer
Astrophysicist
Atmospheric Scientist
Biologist
Botanist

M4020 Statistics, Advanced Placement

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 11-12

Prerequisite: Algebra III/Trigonometry or Pre-Calculus
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work
with an A average.
This course is designed to provide the student with the necessary tools to apply and to understand
the fundamental concepts that underline decisions reached by descriptive and/or inferential
statistical procedures. The course content will be closely articulated with an emphasis on
applications drawn from economical, educational, psychological, and scientific areas. Major topics
include probability, probability distributions, measures of central tendency, variation sampling
theory and distributions, linear regression, non-parametric tests and Analysis of Variance. The
curriculum follows the outline from the College Board. In order to demonstrate mastery and receive
credit for this course students will:
 Calculate measures of central tendency from grouped and ungrouped data.
 Calculate measures of variability from grouped and ungrouped data.
 Apply fundamental laws governing probabilities and probability distribution, (binomial,
normal chi-Square, etc.)
 Construct confidence intervals and tests of significance.
 Apply appropriate statistical inference Procedures (hypothesis testing) using large and
small size.
 Discuss and apply example theories and techniques.
 Use computer software to perform statistical calculations and graphing
 Construct and read a frequency polygon, cumulative frequency polygon, and a histogram

Chemist
Ecologist
Economist
Environmental Scientist
Geneticist
Geologist
Geophysicist
Marine Scientist
Math Teacher
Mathematician
Meteorologist
Nanobiologist
Nuclear
Chemist/Technician
Physicist
Programmer
Quality-Control Scientist
Research Technician
Science Teacher
Scientist
Statistician
Zoologist
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Science & Mathematics

cont.

S1160 Marine Biology (Spring)

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 12

Prerequisites: Biology
The focus of this course is on life in the coastal zone. Students will study the classification and
taxonomy of the major phyla of marine organisms as well the ecology of various marine habitats.
Special emphasis is placed on how organisms adapt to the challenges of life in the sea. Laboratory
and field studies will provide the student experience in the collection and identification of marine
organisms as well as their anatomy and physiology. An independent study project is required. In
order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course, students will:
 Describe the characteristics of the major taxonomic groups of marine organisms.
 Explain the adaptations shown by organisms of the benthos, nekton, and pelagic life zones.
 Discuss the ecological relationships found within various marine habitats.
 Recognize factors that affect primary productivity in the ocean.
 Complete an ocean field study
 Conduct an experiment using a control in the lab.

S1159 Marine Science (Fall)

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 12

Prerequisites: Biology
The focus of this course is on Oceanography. Students will study the formation of the earth and the
oceans, coastal processes, tides, wave dynamics, currents, the properties of seawater, and various
sea floor features. Laboratory and field studies provide the student valuable experience in collecting
and analyzing oceanographic data. A cooperative project and an independent study project are
required. In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course, students will:
 Complete an oceanographic field study.
 Recognize the major types of coastlines.
 Classify sediments according to source and composition.
 Explain the formation of waves and their impact on coastlines.
 Describe the forces that create coastal and ocean currents.
 Test the properties of seawater in the laboratory
 Characterize the features of the sea floor.
 Relate Theory of Plate Tectonics to the shaping of continents and the oceans.

S2265 Forensic Science, Honors

S

2.5 cr. Gr. 11-12

Prerequisites: Physics and Chemistry
It is recommended students have successfully completed honors level course work with a
B or better and/or college prep level course work with an A average.
Honors Forensic Science, is focused upon the application of scientific methods and techniques to
crime and law. Recent advances in scientific methods and principles have had an enormous impact
upon science, law enforcement and the entire criminal justice system. In this course, scientific
methods specifically relevant to crime detection and analysis will be presented. Emphasis is placed
upon understanding the science underlying the techniques used in evaluating physical evidence.
Topics included are blood analysis, organic and inorganic evidence analysis, fingerprints, hair
analysis, DNA, drug chemistry, forensic medicine, forensic anthropology, toxicology, fiber
comparisons, soil comparisons, and fire and engineering investigations, among others.
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MRHS Clubs
Ecology Club
Fishing Club
Math Club
Physics Club
Science League Team

Science & Mathematics

cont.

S4130 Environmental Science, Advanced Placement

Y

7 cr.

Gr. 12

Prerequisites: Physics, Chemistry and Biology
It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
The AP Environmental Science course is designed to be an introductory college course in Environmental Science including
geology, biology, chemistry, and environmental science. It is a rigorous science course that not only encompasses scientific
principles of these disciplines but includes scientific analysis of data, laboratory studies, and field investigations as well. It
is intended to enable students to undertake, as a first year college student, a more advanced study of topics in environmental
science, or alternately, to fulfill a basic requirement for a laboratory science and thus free time for taking other courses. In
order to receive AP course credit from Mainland Regional High School, the student must take the appropriate version of the
AP Environmental Science exam at the conclusion of the course. AP science classes will utilize one 30-minute morning
session and one 24-minute unit lunch session in every 4-day cycle.

S1240 Student Lab Aide

Y

Prerequisite: Instructor Approval
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5 cr.

Gr. 11, 12

Visual & Performing Arts
Mainland Regional High School’s Visual and Performing Arts College and Career
Readiness Cluster supports students’ understanding of the design, production,
and performance skills essential to pursue a postsecondary career or study in the
creative arts. In addition, students explore the impact of the arts on society and
culture.

Other
Courses
supporting this
Cluster:
Entertainment Tech. (pg. 44)
Creative Writing (pg. 49)

A1001 Painting I

S

2.5 cr. Gr. 10-12

Painting is offered for the serious art student, beginner and/or experienced artists. A variety of
techniques will be taught, including tempera, watercolor, acrylics and oils. In order to demonstrate
mastery of minimal proficiencies and receive credit for this course, students will:
 Demonstrate an understanding of the techniques involved in painting.
 Demonstrate the ability to work within various media to create finished paintings.
 Demonstrate an understanding of the various art forms including realistic, abstract, and
non-objective.

A1002 Painting II

S

2.5 cr. Gr. 10-12

Prerequisites: Painting I
Painting II is an advanced level painting course that requires independent work and study rooted
within the skills and knowledge base developed in Painting I.

A1003 Sculpture & Crafts I

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course in 3-dimensional art is designed to give students experience in a wide variety of
traditional and contemporary fine art and craft techniques. Students will explore a variety of artistic
forms and materials including: paper sculpture, ceramic hand-building techniques, fiber arts/
weaving and mixed media. In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course,
students will:
 Demonstrate the ability to express themselves within guidelines set forth for each art
project.
 Demonstrate proper usage of materials and equipment utilized in the course.
 Demonstrate an understanding of the basic principles of art and 3-d design.

A1004 Sculpture & Crafts II

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisites: Sculpture & Crafts I, Crafts I, or Sculpture I
This course will provide students with an opportunity to refine and expand upon artistic methods
and concepts covered in Sculpture & Crafts I. In this course students will strengthen problemsolving skills by designing and constructing original works of art in a variety of mediums. The
history of sculpture and other visual arts will also be covered and connected to project work.
Students will focus on utilizing technical knowledge and skills gained in Sculpture & Crafts I while
at the same time developing their own personal style. Topics covered may include: wire sculpture,
plaster, ceramics, and stained glass mosaic. In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit
in this course, students will:
 Demonstrate a commitment to quality design and craftsmanship.
 Demonstrate proper usage of materials and equipment.
 Demonstrate an understanding of the process of critique and the connections between art
and culture.

A1110 Art I

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course provides an introduction to visual art through an in depth exploration of the Elements
& Principles of Art. Art I is a foundation level course open to all students interested in creating and
thinking about art, regardless of previous artistic instruction or skill, with a focus on growth, effort
and participation. Art I is an introductory course that provides a solid base for students interested
in future study in the field of Art. Students will recognize and solve a variety of design problems by
applying critical thinking and problem solving skills. Art students will research, brainstorm, practice,
keep a sketchbook, create preliminary drawings, revise and construct original composition. The
history of painting, sculpture and other visual arts will be covered and connected to project work.
Students will respond, interpret meaning and make critical judgment when viewing works of art.
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Public & Presentational
Speaking (pg. 50)
Media Production (pg. 51)
Broadcast News
Production (pg. 51)
Movie Making (pg. 51)

Related
Occupations
Actor
Art Director
Artist
Commercial Artist
Commercial Photographer:
Commercial/Residential
and Home
Composer
Computer Animator
Conductor
Costume Designer
Curator and Gallery
Manager
Dancer
Digital, Still, Video, Film
Director and Coach
Educator
Fashion Designer
Fashion Illustrator
Film/Video Editor
Furnishing Coordinator
Graphic Designer
Illustrator
Interior Designer
Lighting Designer
Makeup Artist
Music Instructor
Musician
Performer
Performing Arts Educator
Playwright
Production Manager:
Digital,
Scenic Designer
Scenic Painter
Sound Design
Textile Designer
Video and Stage

Visual & Performing Arts

cont.

A1220 Art II

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

Prerequisites: Art I
This course will allow students to build upon Art I concepts and skills. Students interested in
studying art, design or engineering in college or who are interested in entering any of those fields
as a career will benefit from taking this course. Familiar materials and ideas will be combined in
new and imaginative ways. Students will explore art as communication in both their own artwork
and in the work of others. Students will focus on illustrating technical knowledge while building their
own personal style. Students will be encouraged to challenge rules or conventions to create
powerful new statements in their artwork. Communication is a key skill to be successful in the 21st
Century, and finding a clear and confident voice while solving design questions and creating
compositions will be a consistent theme throughout the year.

A2100 Portfolio Art, High School
A4400 Portfolio Art, Advanced Placement

Y
Y

5 cr.
5 cr.

Gr. 11-12
Gr. 11-12

Prerequisites: Art II or 7.5 credits in Visual Arts
Portfolio Art is an advanced Art course for students who are interested in creating a focused visual
exploration of a chosen subject. This course is for students who are ready to be informed, critical
decision makers. Students will develop portfolios that are personal to their own individual talents
and interests while demonstrating a mastery of drawing and/or design principles. Students will
develop a quality pieces that demonstrate a mastery of concept and composition. All Portfolio Art
students will work with diverse media, styles and content. In addition to portfolio pieces, a
sketchbook will be required for planning and revising concepts leading to each piece. Students will
be expected to spend a considerable amount of time outside of class in order to successfully
complete assignments. Students may choose from one of two portfolio tracks:
 High School Portfolio: 16 quality portfolio pieces, or
 Advanced Placement Portfolio: 24 quality portfolio pieces, including Breadth, Quality and
Concentration. Students must select one AP Portfolio: Drawing, 2-D, or 3-D. Each requires
a particular focus and unique necessities.

D1010 Dance, an Introduction

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course is designed for any student interested in the art of dance but has had little or no
experience. In order to demonstrate mastery and receive credit for this course, the students will
execute dance movements at a beginner’s level or beyond, based on prior dance experience.
Students will also discover basic dance vocabulary in the specific dance forms covered. Finally,
students will learn basic choreographic forms used to design and create a dance piece. Throughout
the course students will strive for individual improvement by performing in solo/ensemble “in
school” showcases.

D1020 Dance, Intermediate

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisites: Introduction to Dance or Instructor Approval
In addition to the goals for the core Introduction to Dance course, the Intermediate level is geared
to the student with some dance experience in the Mainland Dance Program. Expectations of dance
terminology, performance skills, & choreographic skills increase on the intermediate level.

D1030 Dance, Advanced

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisites: Intermediate Dance or Instructor Approval
In addition to the goals for the core Introduction to Dance course, the Advanced level is geared to
the student with substantial dance experience in the Mainland Dance Program. Students who
attain this level are expected to be leaders in the classroom as well as having mastered the proper
dance terminology, performance skills & choreographic skills necessary for the task. Students with
a passion for dance and the performing arts should strive to be in Advanced Dance.
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MRHS Clubs
Art Club
Choir Club
Dance & Movement Club
Drama Club
NJ Drama & Forensics
League
Guitar Ensemble
Jazz Band Express
Jazz Prep Band
Marching Band
Band Front
Color Guard
Orchestra Club
Tri-M Music Honor Society

Visual & Performing Arts

cont.

D1505 Theater & Stage Performance, Introduction

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

TV! Stage! Movies! This is a beginning course for all young people who want to investigate the world of TV, stage and
movies. This course is a fun and active experience that keeps students on their feet! Theatre games, improvisation, technical
design and stage crew opportunities will keep the course fast paced and interesting. The resources used for this course will
include Movie, Television, and Stage Scripts. The study of dramatic arts provides the student with life skills that enhance
both career and social life. By practicing performance activities, students develop expressive face and body movement and
more polished vocal skills, which can help them in life with their general confidence level and communication in front of an
audience. In addition, students who become more advanced in the study of theater technique and public speaking are better
candidates at job interviews and leaders in future college and career endeavors. The study of dramatic arts helps students
appreciate acting, singing, dance/creative movement; storytelling, persuasive speaking, character study, script analysis and
involvement with movies and plays; improvisation and other talents that will all prove useful for a million situations in their
lives. Most importantly, theater arts improve a person’s overall character and understanding of this diverse universe.
Students are continuously being exposed to intercultural scripts and scene situations. Attempting an introduction course, a
high school student discovers that they have much more natural ability in performance skills and often leads to further study
and involvement in other theater classes in high school and later, in college and beyond.

D1509 Musical Theater & Dance I

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This course, offered both fall and spring, is designed to introduce beginning dance and performance students to the
requirements and considerations of combining acting and dancing in musical theatre (singing is optional). This level requires
little or no experience. The students will learn drama and dance terminology and participate in several activities to build
confidence and performance skills.

D1510 Musical Theater & Dance II

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisites: Musical Theatre & Dance I
This course is offered both fall and spring. In addition to the goals for the core Introduction to Musical Theatre course, the
intermediate level is geared to the student who has some experience in plays or musicals. Expectations of theatre
terminology, performance skills and movement will increase on the intermediate level. Advanced dance students will
complete choreography and advanced drama students will block and stage musical scenes. Scenes and dance numbers
from Broadway musicals chosen by the students in the class will be staged and performed, in addition to the final production.

D1530 Competitive Speech & Drama

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Using the rules of the official New Jersey Speech and Drama League (NJDFL), this class is designed to prepare students
for the very competitive world of speech and performance. The course will also be very helpful for students planning to
public speak or audition for stage or screen. There are twelve skills to be covered toward highly competitive events such as
improvisational pairs, prose/poetry interpretation, persuasive speaking, dramatic pairs, comic monologue, etc. (For a full
look at all events, go to NJDFL.org). A secondary benefit of this course is the satisfaction of belonging to a team of others
who share the same goals of excellence in communication skills.

D1550 Improvisation for the Stage

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

This is a full year very active course, which encompasses techniques from the improvisational professionals! Students will
grow in their ability to create spontaneous and interesting dialogue, characters, environments and situations. This is a
course for ALL students whether they love to perform or want to overcome stage fright. Teamwork is the daily goal! It's like,
"Whose Line Is It Anyway”, but the points DO matter.

L1030 Popular Songwriting

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

The purpose of this elective course is to instruct students in the craft of popular song writing. Throughout the course,
students will examine and learn from songs written in various genres and time periods. In order to demonstrate mastery
and receive credit for this course, students will:
 Understand the concepts of imagery, rhyme, alliteration, simile, metaphor and meter and use these concepts in the
composition of original songs.
 Understand the concepts of melody, harmony, rhythm, hooks, arrangement, and production and use these concepts
in the composition of original songs.
 Demonstrate a basic understanding of music theory.
 Demonstrate proficiency in the following areas: lyric writing, voice, guitar and/or keyboard.
 Prepare written and oral presentations analyzing songs from various musical eras and genres.
 Understand common song forms and implement these forms in the composition of original songs.
 Collaborate with classmates on presentations and performances.
 Write, arrange and perform five (5) original compositions in intimate and large settings.
This course does not fulfill the state visual/performing arts requirement for graduation.
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Visual & Performing Arts

cont.

N1010 Concert Band

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisites: 8th Grade Band or Instructor Approval. Students should have a minimum of two years of instrumental
lessons to participate.
The Concert Band is the first level of the instrumental performance curriculum. Students are guided through all of the
elements of basic musicianship that are needed (and expected) to be successful at performing on an instrument and in an
ensemble at the high school level. Students will study playing in all keys, learning to count and perform all basic rhythms,
music styles, various tempi, dynamics and most importantly, producing a good tone quality on their instrument. In addition,
students will be engaged in working on their sight reading skills, effectively responding to a conductor, musical phrasing,
communicating musical ideas and performance expectations. Performance opportunities include - Winter Concert, Pops
Concert, Rowan Concert Band Festival, Spring Concert, Mainland graduation ceremony.

N1020 Symphonic Band

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisites: Concert Band or Audition
The Symphonic Band is the second (intermediate) level of the instrumental performance curriculum. Students are guided
through all of the elements of music through their individual performance skills and ensemble participation. Students will
study playing in all keys, learning to count and perform all basic rhythms, music styles, various tempi, dynamics and most
importantly, producing a good tone quality on their instrument. Each year, music is selected for study and ranges from
traditional staples from the band literature curriculum, as well as music for seasonal, celebrations and pops styles are
integrated in the daily music making experience. Technical experience, rhythmic understanding, sight-reading ability,
producing a good tone quality, effectively responding to a conductor, musical phrasing, communicating musical ideas and
understanding performance expectations are all areas required of each Symphonic Band member. Students are also
expected to maintain respectful behavior and strive for outstanding performance in their academic work. Student selected
for the Symphonic Band must meet one of the two experience criteria: 1. Complete one year of the Concert Band course
2. Auditioned and selected for the All-South Jersey Junior High Band while in middle school. Performance opportunities
include: Winter Concert, Pops Concert, Rowan Concert Band Festival, Spring Concert, Mainland graduation ceremony.

N1025 Wind Symphony

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisites: Concert Band
The Wind Ensemble is a select (advanced) instrumental performing ensemble where students focus on the highest quality
of musical output. Students will study playing in all keys, extending the range of their instrument, learning to count and
perform advanced rhythms, understand music style, tempo control, perform advanced dynamics and most importantly,
produce a superior tone quality on their instrument. Each year, music is selected for study and ranges from traditional
staples from the band literature curriculum, as well as music for seasonal, celebrations and pops styles are integrated in
the daily music making experience. All students are expected to work on the NJ All-State solo for their instrument, participate
in smaller chamber ensemble groups, and individually challenge themselves with their musicianship goals. Students are
also expected to maintain respectful behavior and strive for outstanding performance in their academic work. Taking private
lessons, mentoring younger students and auditioning for outside honor groups is strongly encouraged. Performance
opportunities include - Veteran’s Day, Winter Concert, Pops Concert, Rowan Concert Band Festival, Spring Concert, district
middle school tour, NJ State Gala Festival (if selected), Mainland graduation ceremony.
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cont.

N1171 Guitar I

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This semester course focuses on guitar performance and music-reading skills for students who have had little to no formal
background with the instrument. Students will be introduced to the parts of the guitar, reading tabs, reading treble clef music,
naming the notes on the fret board in first position, playing commonly used chords, chord progressions, and critiquing
professional recordings students listen to in their everyday lives. Instructions are given during class on school guitars.
Although it is not a requirement to own a personal guitar, but it is highly encouraged to further practice the course material
and any music that may be of interest to the student.

N1172 Guitar II

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisites: Guitar I
This semester course continues to build on skills established in Guitar I. Students will continue to practice reading treble
clef music and become more familiar with more chords. Stylized strum patterns and finger picking techniques will be
introduced to add variety when accompanying the voice or another instrument. In Guitar II, a greater emphasis will be placed
on melodic playing and eventually will allow students to perform in a guitar ensemble. Other topics include major scales,
chromatic scale, improvisation, and barre chords. By the end of the course, students will compose simple melodies on
computer software and perform them for their peers. Instructions are given during class on school guitars. Although it is not
a requirement to own a personal guitar, but it is highly encouraged to further practice the course material and any music
that may be of interest to the student.

N1173 Guitar III

S

2.5 cr. Gr. 10-12

Prerequisites: Guitar II
Guitar III continues the study of guitar with a higher demand on music reading, ensemble playing, and performance
technique. The advanced guitar musician will progress to playing notes and chords on all positions on the fret board, not
just 1st position. Bi-weekly performances will take place to share student progress and achievement with peers. Students
will practice cover songs and also continue to develop composition skills. Students should have their own guitar to practice
for performances and exercises outside of the class time.

N1174 Guitar IV

S

2.5 cr. Gr. 10-12

Prerequisites: Guitar III
Guitar IV is reserved for the highest achieving students in guitar that are highly proficient in reading standard notation in all
areas of the fret board. The student will work independently on advanced music written in various styles such as jazz,
classical, rock, folk, classical, Spanish etc. Due to the difficulty in music and high rigor, guitar independent study students
must own their own instrument to practice outside of the normal class time.

N1271 Keyboard I

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

This semester course focuses on piano performance and music-reading basics for students who have had little to no formal
background with the instrument. Students will be introduced to note reading and performing solo repertoire, scales,
arpeggios, and chords. Students will gain a fundamental knowledge on playing melodies in the right hand while playing
chords in the left hand. Taught topics include naming the notes on the grand staff, labeling the notes on the piano, scales,
rhythmic studies, simple chords, audience etiquette, and performance tips. Instruction is given during class on school pianos.
Although it is not a requirement to own a personal piano, it is highly suggested to further practice the course material and
any music that may be of interest to the student.

N1272 Keyboard II

S

2.5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisites: Keyboard I
This semester course continues to build on skills established in Keyboard I. Students will continue to practice reading music
on the grand staff as well as becoming more familiar with all the majors scales, as well as the arpeggios that go with them.
Students will continue on with their solo repertoire music and be able to play a variety of music at a higher level of musical
knowledge. Taught topics include all major scales, key signatures, the chromatic scale, all major chords and some music
theory knowledge that partners with their music they are working on. Instruction is given during class on school pianos.
Although it is not a requirement to own a personal piano, it is highly suggested to further practice the course material and
any music that may be of interest to the student.

N1273 Keyboard III

S

2.5 cr. Gr. 10-12

Prerequisites: Keyboard II
This course is for the advancing piano student. In this class, students will review all major scales and begin the minor scales,
as well as the arpeggios that go with them. The student will also be able to play all major and minor chords. Along with
advancing solo repertoire music, the student will grow his/her music theory knowledge. This will have them critically looking
at their music in addition to playing their repertoire. This class is a performance-based course and the student will be
required to play in a bi- weekly class studio performance. Students will learn how to praise and critique other students on
their playing. Students are strongly suggested to have a piano or keyboard at home to continue their studies outside of the
classroom.
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Visual & Performing Arts

cont.

N1274 Keyboard IV

S

2.5 cr. Gr. 10-12

Prerequisites: Keyboard III
Keyboard IV is reserved for the serious piano student. They should be highly proficient in their major and minor scales as
well as their solo repertoire. The student will work on growing their musicianship skills through their solo music. They will
learn how to properly critique and be critiqued. The music theory knowledge will be at the highest level, equivalent to AP
Music Theory. If the student has not taken AP Music Theory, it is strong suggested to partner Keyboard IV with AP Music
Theory. This class is a performance-based class and the student will be required to play in a weekly studio performance for
their peers. Students will continue to learn how to critique and be critiqued as well as working with lower level piano students
to develop their problem solving skills. Due to the difficulty in music and high rigor, Keyboard independent study students
must own their own instrument (piano or keyboard) to practice outside of the normal class time.

N1845 Concert Choir

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9-12

Prerequisites: No audition required, just commitment
Concert Choir is an entry-level vocal ensemble opened to all students of all levels and musical backgrounds. No audition is
required. It is designed to introduce singers to the basics of singing as well as teaching them how to properly sing a choral
ensemble. A wide variety of vocal techniques will be presented, such as breathing, posture, vowels, diction, tone and
dynamics. Students will learn to develop confidence in their singing. In addition they will learn teamwork and responsibility
in working with students in their own section as well as the entire ensemble. Students will be able to culminate their learning
in the two required semester performances: the Winter Concert and Spring Concert. On occasion, students will participate
in exchange concerts, trips, festivals, or competitions.

N1855 Show Choir

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

Prerequisites: At least one year in Concert Choir or Zero Period Choir (co-curricular). Students must audition in
the Spring for the following school year.
Show Choir is a specialty vocal ensemble opened to students of all levels and musical backgrounds. No audition is required.
It is designed to combine singing and choreography in a choral setting. A wide variety of vocal techniques will be presented,
such as breathing, posture, vowels, diction, tone and dynamics. Students will learn to develop confidence in their singing.
In addition they will learn teamwork and responsibility in working with students in their own section as well as the entire
ensemble. Students will be able to culminate their learning in the two required semester performances: the Winter Concert
and Spring Concert. On occasion, students will participate in exchange concerts, trips, festivals, or competitions.

N4000 Music Theory, Advanced Placement

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 10-12

It is recommended that students have successfully completed honors level course work with an A average.
Advanced Placement Music Theory is the second level of the Music Theory curriculum. This AP course is the study of
analyzing and writing music on an advanced level and students are expected to take the Advanced Placement Exam in
May. The Advanced Placement Music Theory course is focused on the musical material and skills required for the AP Music
Theory Exam. Although a review of all Music Theory 1 topics will be covered (at an accelerated pace), the AP course will
focus on developing a higher level understanding of music analysis, music composition, ear training and sight singing skills.
Students will apply their knowledge and skills to arranging and composition projects, conducting, keyboard application and
be challenged on skill mastery needed to be successful on the AP Exam.

G1010 G/T Select Concert Band I
G1020 G/T Select Symphonic Band
G1025 G/T Wind Symphony
G1030 G/T Advanced Dance
G1174 G/T Select Guitar
G1274 G/T Advanced Keyboards/Piano
G1510 G/T Musical Theatre and Dance
G1530 G/T Competitive Speech and Drama
G1550 G/T Improvisation for the Stage
G1580 G/T Directing for the Stage
G1845 G/T Concert Choir
G1855 G/T Show Choir
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Freshman Seminar
F1000 Freshman Seminar

Y

5 cr.

Gr. 9

This course is not required, but is recommended for students that would benefit from extra
academic support as they transition to high school. This course will also provide students with
opportunities to explore post-secondary and career options as they begin their high school career.
This course will be taught in a small group setting and will focus on supporting students in their
core classes.

College Pathway
L1028 Passport to College: Test Prep and College Search

S

2.5 cr. Gr. 11-12

This course, designed for juniors and seniors, will provide skills necessary for students
considering applying to and attending college. The course will cover test prep, such as for the
ACT and SAT reading, writing and vocabulary sections. This course is designed to refresh
essential skills in test-taking strategies and in building self-confidence. This course will enable
the students to identify strengths and weaknesses in language study, review and reinforce basic
skills, sharpen reasoning abilities, and give students practice in the areas tested on the verbal
section of the SAT I and the ACT. Additionally, this course will also offer tools for beginning the
college search, such as developing a criteria for the student’s personal college search, navigating
the Common Application and the financial aid process.

Structured Learning
Experience
B1500 Structured Learning Experience

S

7.5 cr.

21st

Gr. 12

This course will fulfill the
Century Life and Careers graduation requirement. This course is an
opportunity for students interested in career internships, career exploration, and real-life
experiences in the community. Students will work with the School Cooperative Education
Coordinator to implement a personalized career experience. These experiences may include, but
are not limited to, workplace internships, paid work opportunities, job shadowing, and volunteer
experiences. Student are responsible for all transportation to and from the workplace.
Interested students should speak to their Counselor about this opportunity.
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MRHS Service
Clubs
Ambassador Club
Interact Club
Key Club
National Honor Society
Peers in Transition
Rally for Diversity
Students Against
Destructive Decisions
(SADD)
Support Our Troops

BOARD OF EDUCATION
Jill Ojserkis, Esq., President
Rose Cupo, Vice-President
Albert Becker
Charles Broomall
Allison Goltra
Leanne Gray
Kevin Milhous
Dennis Sher
Veronica Stillman-Fath

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
Mark Marrone – Superintendent
Kevin Burns – Principal
Nathan Lichtenwalner – Vice Principal & Director of Guidance
Javhan O’Neal – Vice Principal & Supervisor of Alternative Education
Dorsey Finn – Coordinator of Planning, Instruction and Evaluation
Michael Gatley – Athletic Director & Supervisor of Instruction and Student Activities
Jo-Anne Goldberg – Supervisor of Child Study Team, Special Education, 504 Plans & Affirmative Action Officer
Kristen Lavery – Supervisor of Instruction
Kathleen Villano – Supervisor of Instruction

Mainland Regional High School
2018-2019 Course Selection Sheet

Student Email: ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Parent Email: _______________________________________________________________________________________________

Course Selections
Core Courses
Language Arts ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mathematics _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Physical Education/Health _____________________________________________________________________________________
Science ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Social Studies ______________________________________________________________________________________________
World Language ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Elective Course Options
______________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

Alternate Elective Course Options
______________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

This form must be signed and returned to the Guidance Office at the time of your appointment.
Student’s Signature: __________________________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Counselor’s Signature: ________________________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Senior Reminder: Successful completion of 27.5 credits is required in order to participate in graduation.
*A full academic load is recommended. College-bound students should take at least 35 credits.
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Student Name: __________________________________________________________________________________

Student Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Senior Open Campus / Lunch Privilege Opt-Out
I DO / DO NOT (circle one) give permission to _______________________________________________________ (Student’s Name)
to register for a senior privilege period available to senior students who are in good standing with the school. I am aware that this privilege
allows eligible seniors to leave school grounds for lunch and during periods when they do not have a scheduled class.
Parent’s Signature: ___________________________________________________________

 SE

Senior Privilege AM / PM (circle one)

Core Courses
Language Arts

pages 10-11

L1100 English I, CP Y Gr. 9
L2100 English I, Honors Y Gr. 9
L1200 English II, CP Y Gr. 10
L2200 English II, Honors Y Gr. 10
L1300 English III, CP Y Gr. 11
L2300 English III, Honors Y Gr. 11
L4300 English III, AP Y Gr. 11
L1400 English IV, CP Y Gr. 12
L2400 English IV, Honors Y Gr. 12
L4400 English IV, AP Y Gr. 12
LEL09 English as a Second Language I Y Gr. 9
LEL10 English as a Second Language II Y Gr. 10
LEL11 English as a Second Language III Y Gr. 11
LEL12 English as a Second Language IV Y Gr. 12
LELL1 ELL Academic Y Gr. 9-12
LEL2A ELL Student Mentoring – Fall S Gr. 9-12
LEL2B ELL Student Mentoring – Spring S Gr. 9-12

Mathematics

P0010 Physical Education / Health 9
P0020 Physical Education / Health 10
P0030 Physical Education / Health 11
P0040 Physical Education / Health 12

Science
S1125 Physics 9, CP Y Gr. 9
S2125 Physics, Honors Y Gr. 9
S1100 Chemistry, CP Y Gr. 10
S2100 Chemistry, Honors Y Gr. 10
S1150 Biology, CP Y Gr. 11
S2190 Biology, Honors Y Gr. 11
S4100 Chemistry, AP Y Gr. 11-12
S4125 Physics B1, AP Y Gr. 10-12
S4126 Physics B2, AP Y Gr. 11-12
S4150 Biology, AP Y Gr. 12
S4220 Physics C, AP Y Gr. 11-12

pages 19-20

H1100 U.S. History I, CP Y Gr. 9
H2100 U.S. History I, Honors Y Gr. 9
H1150 U.S. History II, CP Y Gr. 10
H2150 U.S. History II, Honors Y Gr. 10
H4100 U.S. History, AP Y Gr. 10
H1200 World History, CP Y Gr. 11
H2200 World History, Honors Y Gr. 11
H4150 World History, AP Y Gr. 11

World Language

pages 12-14

M1000 Algebra I, CP Y Gr. 9
M0005 Algebra I Lab Y Gr. 9
M2005 Algebra I, Honors Y Gr. 9
M1010 Geometry, CP Y Gr. 9-10
M1080 Geometry with Lab, CP Y Gr. 9-10
M2000 Geometry, Honors Y Gr. 9-10
M1020 Algebra II, CP Y Gr. 10-11
M1090 Algebra II with Lab, CP Y Gr. 10-11
M2010 Algebra II, Honors Y Gr. 10-11
M1030 Algebra III and Trigonometry, CP Y Gr. 11-12
M1040 Pre-Calculus, CP Y Gr. 11-12
M2030 Pre-Calculus, Honors Y Gr. 11-12
M2050 Calculus I, Honors Y Gr. 11-12
M4000 Calculus I, AP AB Y Gr. 11-12
M4010 Calculus I and II, AP BC Y Gr. 11-12

Health, Wellness and Physical Education

Social Studies

pages 15-16

Y Gr. 9
Y Gr. 10
Y Gr. 11
Y Gr. 12
pages 17-18

pages 31-38
W1100 Spanish Level 1, CP Y Gr. 9-12
W1150 Spanish Level 2, CP Y Gr. 9-12
W1151 Hispanohablantes, CP Y Gr. 9-12
W2100 Spanish Level 3, Accelerated Y Gr. 9-12
W1200 Spanish Level 3, CP Y Gr. 10-12
W2150 Spanish Level 4, Honors Y Gr. 10-12
W2200 Spanish Level 5, Honors Y Gr. 11-12
W2225 Spanish Level 6, Honors Y Gr. 12
W4100 Spanish Level 6, AP Y Gr. 12
W1250 French I, CP Y Gr. 9-12
W1300 French II, CP Y Gr. 10-12
W2250 French III, Honors Y Gr. 11-12
W2300 French IV, Honors Y Gr. 12
W4120 French, AP Y Gr. 12
W1450 Italian I, CP Y Gr. 9-12
W1500 Italian II, CP Y Gr. 10-12
W2450 Italian III, Honors Y Gr. 11-12
W2500 Italian IV, Honors Y Gr. 12
W4110 Italian, AP Y Gr. 12
W1350 Latin I, CP Y Gr. 9-12
W1400 Latin II, CP Y Gr. 10-12
W2350 Latin III, Honors Y Gr. 11-12
W2400 Latin IV, Honors Y Gr. 12
W1610 Distance Learning, American Sign Language Y Gr. 9-12

Elective Course Options by College and Career Readiness Cluster
Business, Finance, & Marketing

pages 40-41

Science & Mathematics

B1000 Business and Finance, Intro. S Gr. 9-12 †
B1040 Sports and Entertainment Marketing S Gr. 10-12
B1060 Money Management S Gr. 10-12 †
B1065 Entrepreneurship S Gr. 11-12 †
B1070 Social Media Marketing, Introduction S Gr. 9-12
B2120 Financial Accounting, Honors Y Gr. 10-12 †
H4250 Macroeconomics, AP Y Gr. 10-12 †

pages 54-56
M2060 Statistics, Honors Y Gr. 11-12
M4020 Statistics, AP Y Gr. 11-12
S1160 Marine Biology (Spring) S Gr. 12
S1159 Marine Science (Fall) S Gr. 12
S2265 Forensic Science, Honors S Gr. 11-12
S4130 Environmental Science, AP Y Gr. 12
S1240 Student Lab Aide Y Gr. 11, 12

Architecture, Design, & Engineering Tech. pages 42-43

Visual & Performing Arts

I1300 CAD I Introduction to Design Y Gr. 9-12
I1305 CAD II AutoCAD for Design Y Gr. 10-12
I1310 CAD II REVIT for Architecture Y Gr. 10-12
I1315 CAD II Inventor for Engineering Y Gr. 10-12
I2105 CAD III Capstone, Honors Y Gr. 11-12
I1000 Wood Technology I S Gr. 9-12
I1100 Wood Technology II Y Gr. 10-12
I1150 Wood Technology III Y Gr. 11-12

L1015 Mass Media: Film and Society S Gr. 10-12
L1021 Creative Writing Y Gr. 9-12
L1050 Journalism Y Gr. 9-12
L1055 Photographic Journalism I Y Gr. 9-12
L1070 Public Speaking S Gr. 9-12
V1000 Media Production Y Gr. 9-12
V4001 Broadcast News Production, Honors Y Gr. 10-12
G2000 Broadcast News Production, G/T Y Gr. 10-12
V4020 Horseshoe Productions, Honors Y Gr. 10-12

A1001 Painting I S Gr. 10-12
A1002 Painting II S Gr. 10-12
A1003 Sculpture & Crafts I S Gr. 9-12
A1004 Sculpture & Crafts II S Gr. 9-12
A1110 Art I Y Gr. 9-12
A1220 Art II Y Gr. 10-12
A2100 Portfolio Art, High School Y Gr. 11-12
A4400 Portfolio Art, Advanced Placement Y Gr. 11-12
D1010 Dance, Intro. S Gr. 9-12
D1020 Dance, Intermediate S Gr. 9-12
D1030 Dance, Advanced S Gr. 9-12
D1505 Theater & Stage Performance, Intro. Y Gr. 9-12
D1509 Musical Theater & Dance I S Gr. 9-12
D1510 Musical Theater & Dance II S Gr. 9-12
D1530 Competitive Speech & Drama Y Gr. 9-12
D1550 Improvisation for the Stage Y Gr. 10-12
L1030 Popular Songwriting Y Gr. 9-12 ‡
N1010 Concert Band Y Gr. 9-12
N1020 Symphonic Band Y Gr. 9-12
N1025 Wind Symphony Y Gr. 9-12
N1171 Guitar I S Gr. 9-12
N1172 Guitar II S Gr. 9-12
N1173 Guitar III S Gr. 10-12
N1174 Guitar IV S Gr. 10-12
N1271 Keyboard I S Gr. 9-12
N1272 Keyboard II S Gr. 9-12
N1273 Keyboard III S Gr. 10-12
N1274 Keyboard IV S Gr. 10-12
N1845 Concert Choir Y Gr. 9-12
N1855 Show Choir Y Gr. 10-12
N4000 Music Theory, AP Y Gr. 10-12
G1010 G/T Select Concert Band I
G1020 G/T Select Symphonic Band
G1025 G/T Wind Symphony
G1030 G/T Advanced Dance
G1174 G/T Select Guitar
G1274 G/T Advanced Keyboards/Piano
G1510 G/T Musical Theatre/Dance
G1530 G/T Competitive Speech/Drama
G1550 G/T Improvisation for the Stage
G1580 G/T Directing for the Stage
G1845 G/T Concert Choir
G1855 G/T Show Choir

Medicine & Health Science

Freshman Seminar

Information Technology / Computer Science pages 44-45
C1012 Entertainment Technology Y Gr. 9-12
C1015 Game Development 1 Y Gr. 10-12
C1020 Game Development 2 Y Gr. 11-12
C1050 App Development 1 S Gr. 9-12
C1051 App Development 2 S Gr. 9-12
C2005 Computer Science I, Honors S Gr. 9-12
C2015 Computer Science II, Honors S Gr. 9-12
C4000 Computer Science, AP Y Gr. 10-12

Law, Government, Public Safety, & Global Studies pg 46-48
H1005 Criminal Justice S Gr. 9-12
H1020 Sociology S Gr. 10-12
H2250 Philosophy, Honors Y Gr. 11-12
H2260 Law & Society, Honors Y Gr. 10-12
H2270 Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Honors Y Gr. 11-12
H4200 European History, AP Y Gr. 11-12
H4300 U.S. Government & Politics, AP Y Gr. 10-12
H4350 Human Geography, AP Y Gr. 10-12
L1011 Mythology Y Gr. 9-12
L1165 Graphic Novels and Society S 10-12

Media, AV Technology & Communication

pages 49-51

pages 52-53
H1250 Psychology, Intro. Y Gr. 11-12
H4400 Psychology, AP Y Gr. 11-12
L1014 Focus! Wake Up! – Mindfulness Meditation S Gr. 9-12
S1161 Food Ecology Y Gr. 9-12
S1162 Fundamentals of Nutrition S Gr. 9-12
S1163 Beginning Exercise Science S Gr. 9-12
S2260 Anatomy and Physiology, Honors Y Gr. 12

pages 57-62

page 63

F1000 Freshman Seminar Y Gr. 9

College Pathway

page 63
L1028 Passport to College: Test Prep and College Search S Gr. 11-12

Structured Learning Experience

page 63

B1500 Structured Learning Experience S Gr. 12
Q006A Study Hall (Fall)
Q006B Study Hall (Spring)

†

Fulfills Financial Literacy graduation requirement.

‡

Does not Fulfill Visual/Performing Arts graduation requirement.

Special Education

pages 21-30

Resource Room Courses
E03EI1 English I (Intermediate) Y Gr. 9
E03EI2 English II (Intermediate) Y Gr. 10
E03EI3 English III (Intermediate) Y Gr. 11
E03EI4 English IV (Intermediate) Y Gr. 12
E03EN1 English I (Novice) Y Gr. 9
E03EN2 English II (Novice) Y Gr. 10
E03EN3 English III (Novice) Y Gr. 11
E03EN4 English IV (Novice) Y Gr. 12
E03RI1 Reading I (Intermediate) Y Gr. 9
E03RI2 Reading II (Intermediate) Y Gr. 10
E03RI3 Reading III (Intermediate) Y Gr. 11
E03RI4 Reading IV (Intermediate) Y Gr. 12
E03RN1 Reading I (Novice) Y Gr. 9
E03RN2 Reading II (Novice) Y Gr. 10
E03RN3 Reading III (Novice) Y Gr. 11
E03RN4 Reading IV (Novice) Y Gr. 12
E02R4 Reading Flex I Y Gr. 11, 12
E02R5 Reading Flex II Y Gr. 11, 12
E01E1 Foundational English I Y Gr. 9
E01E1 Foundational English II Y Gr. 10
E01E1 Foundational English III Y Gr. 11
E01E1 Foundational English IV Y Gr. 12
E01R1 Foundational Reading I Y Gr. 9
E01R2 Foundational Reading II Y Gr. 10
E01R3 Foundational Reading III Y Gr. 11
E01R4 Foundational Reading IV Y Gr. 12
E01E3 English (SEED) Y Gr. 11-12
E02E1 Foundations of English I Y Gr. 9
E02E2 Foundations of English II Y Gr. 10
E02E3 Foundations of English III Y Gr. 11
E02E4 Foundations of English IV Y Gr. 12
E01H2 Foundational U.S. History I Y Gr. 9-12
E01H3 Foundational U.S. History II Y Gr. 9-12
E01H4 Foundational World History Y Gr. 9-12
E02H1 Foundations of US History I Y Gr. 9-12
E02H2 Foundations of US History II Y Gr. 9-12

Inclusion Classes
L110V English I, CP
L120V English II, CP
L130V English III, CP
L140V English IV, CP
H110V US History I, CP
H115V U.S. History II, CP
H120V World History, CP
S110V Chemistry, CP
S112V Physics, CP
S115V Biology, CP

Transitional Academic Program
EATE1 TAP English I – A
EATE2 TAP English II – A
EATE3 TAP English III – A
EATE4 TAP English IV – A
EATGA TAP Phys. Ed/Health – A
EATH1 TAP US History I – A
EATH2 TAP US History II – A
EATH3 TAP World History – A
EATM1 TAP Algebra I – A
EATM2 TAP Algebra II – A
EATM3 TAP Geometry – A
EATS1 TAP Physics – A
EATS2 TAP Chemistry – A
EATS3 TAP Biology – A
EATVA TAP Career Exploration – A

E02H3 Foundations of World History Y Gr. 9-12
E01S3 Foundational Biology Y Gr. 9-12
E01S2 Foundational Physics Y Gr. 9-12
E01S4 Foundational Chemistry Y Gr. 9-12
E02S2 Foundations of Physics Y Gr. 9-12
E02S3 Foundations of Chemistry Y Gr. 10-12
E02S4 Foundations of Biology Y Gr. 10-12
E01M1 Foundational Math I Y Gr. 9
E01M2 Foundational Math II Y Gr. 10
E01M3 Foundational Math III Y Gr. 11
E01M4 Foundational Math IV Y Gr. 12
E02M2 Foundations of Pre-Algebra Y Gr. 9
E02M3 Foundations of Algebra I Y Gr. 9-12
E02M7 Math Lab I (Math 180 Lab) Y Gr. 9-12
E02M4 Foundations of Geometry Y Gr. 10-12
E02M8 Math Lab II Y Gr. 9-12
E02M5 Math Lab III Y Gr. 11, 12
E02M9 Foundations of Algebra II Y Gr. 9-12
E02M6 Consumer Math Y Gr. 11, 12
E01G1 Adaptive Phys. Ed and Health 9 Y Gr. 9
E01G2 Adaptive Phys. Ed and Health 10 Y Gr. 10
E01G3 Adaptive Phys. Ed and Health 11 Y Gr. 11
E01G4 Adaptive Phys. Ed and Health 12 Y Gr. 12
E02W1 Writing for College Bound Students Y Gr. 9-12
E02W3 Foundations of Language and Culture Y Gr. 10-12
E02P1 Personal Development Y Gr. 9-12
E02B1 Structured Work-Based Learning – Academic Y Gr. 9-12
E02BA Fall Structured Work-Based Learning – School Setting S 9-12
E02BB Spring Structured Work-Based Learning – School Setting S 9-12
E02BC Structured Work-Based SEED S Gr. 9-12
E02B3 Structured Work-Based Learning – Community Y Gr. 11, 12
E03IA / E03IB Student Internship/Community Service S Gr. 12
E02A3 Fall Academic Maintenance 9-11 S Gr. 9-11
E02A4 Spring Academic Maintenance 9-11 S Gr. 9-11
E02A5 Fall Academic Maintenance 10-12 S Gr. 10-12
E02A6 Spring Academic Maintenance 10-12 S Gr. 10-12
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M005V Algebra I Lab
M100V Algebra I, CP
M101V Geometry, CP
M102V Algebra II, CP
M108V Geometry with Lab, CP
M109V Algebra II with Lab, CP
W100V Spanish I
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EPTE1 TAP English I – B
EPTE2 TAP English II – B
EPTE3 TAP English III – B
EPTE4 TAP English IV – B
EPTGP TAP Phys. Ed/Health – B
EPTH1 TAP US History I – B
EPTH2 TAP US History II – B
EPTH3 TAP World History – B
EPTM1 TAP Algebra I – B
EPTM2 TAP Algebra II – B
EPTM3 TAP Geometry – B
EPTS1 TAP Physics – B
EPTS2 TAP Chemistry – B
EPTS3 TAP Biology – B
EPTVP TAP Career Exploration – B

